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ABSTRACT 
New strategies to increase motivation to change and reduce problematic behaviors in 
eating disorders (EDs) are needed. Text messages may offer a novel way to enhance 
motivation and change behavior by providing real-time support outside of psychotherapy 
sessions. The primary aim of this study was to test a text-message treatment adjunct for 
individuals with EDs. The secondary aim was to investigate the effects of message frame 
(gain-frame highlighting rewards of changing behavior; loss-frame highlighting 
consequences of maintaining behavior) and its congruency with individual orientation 
(i.e., when approach-oriented individuals receive gain-frame messages and avoidant-
oriented individuals receive loss-frame messages). Individuals with EDs (N=12; 10 
female; mean age=21.5) were recruited to participate in a treatment study.  A single-case 
alternating treatment design was used to test the influence of combining a brief 
motivational interview with subsequent text messages on feasibility and eating-related 
outcomes.  Visual and graphical inspection and Generalized Estimating Equations [GEE] 
were used to test hypotheses. I hypothesized that the intervention would be feasible and 
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well-accepted; receiving text messages (vs. no messages) would result in higher 
kilocalorie intake, lower dietary restraint, and higher motivation to change (measured by 
the Readiness and Motivation Questionnaire [RMQ]); and loss-frame (vs. gain-frame) 
messages would produce more change, moderated by motivation orientation. The 
intervention was well accepted (mean rating=7/10) and feasible (mean daily-monitoring 
compliance=91%). Text messages did not impact behavioral outcomes, nor did message 
frame or orientation congruency, and had mixed effects on motivation. RMQ 
precontemplation (desire to engage in dietary restraint) increased, indicating decreased 
motivation, and RMQ action scores (effort towards reducing dietary restraint) increased, 
indicating increased motivation when receiving text messages, across the sample. 
Normal-weight participants (n=8) reported only positive effects of text messages. 
Individual case data indicated that the text messages were associated with positive effects 
on the outcomes for 3 participants, mixed/no effects for 7, and negative effects for 2. This 
is the first study to investigate text messages as a motivational treatment adjunct in EDs.  
The data demonstrate text messages are a feasible and acceptable treatment adjunct and 
may be most effective at increasing motivation to change for normal- vs. underweight 
individuals. Continued research is needed to enhance the impact of motivational 
interventions on behavioral outcomes. 
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Chapter 1: Overall Introduction 
 
Novel therapeutic interventions for eating disorders (ED) are needed in order to improve 
treatment outcome (i.e., symptom reduction and remission). Clinical trials of evidence 
based protocols (e.g., cognitive behavior therapy, Fairburn, 2008) for bulimia nervosa 
(BN) yield remission rates between 40 – 60% (Agras et al., 2000; Keel & Mitchell, 1997) 
and behavioral outpatient treatments for individuals with anorexia nervosa (AN) 
generally demonstrate low efficacy (Bulik, Berkman, Brownley, Sedway, & Lohr, 2007).  
These findings indicate that continued research is necessary in order to increase symptom 
reduction and remission across the ED spectrum. 
A primary problem associated with poor treatment outcome is patients’ strong 
ambivalence regarding changing their eating disordered behaviors (e.g., Fitzpatrick & 
Weltzin, 2014; Karisson, Clinton, & Nevonen, 2013; Wagner et al., 2014). Two key 
symptoms frequently met with high ambivalence are dietary restriction, which is defined 
as sustained and extreme limiting of kilocalories, and dietary restraint, which is defined 
as attempts to limit calorie consumption (Fairburn, 2008). These symptoms are reflected 
in practices such as dieting to change shape/weight and reduced caloric intake.  Dietary 
restriction and restraint can lead to dramatic weight loss in both AN and BN, and can 
increase vulnerability to bingeing/purging in BN and AN-binge/purge subtype (Fairburn, 
2008). Given that dietary restriction and restraint are central components to maintaining 
the ED cycle, it is not surprising that low motivation to change dietary restriction has 
shown to predict poor clinical outcomes across EDs (Geller, Drab-Huson, Whisenhunt, & 
Srikameswaran, 2004). 
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One technique researchers have applied to target ambivalence to change eating 
disordered behaviors is motivational interviewing (MI). The aims of MI are to increase 
motivation and commitment to change (Miller & Rollnick, 1992, 2002, 2013) and has 
shown to be effective within a range of problem behaviors (e.g., HIV medication 
adherence [Hill & Kavookjian, 2012]; weight loss [Armstrong, Mottershead, Ronksley, 
Sigal, Campbell, & Hemellgarn, 2011], smoking cessation [Hettema & Hendricks, 
2010]). MI within EDs has shown positive results with regards to treatment related 
variables such as treatment engagement and motivation. However, there is limited 
evidence to date that MI directly reduces ED behaviors, particularly restriction, indicating 
a need for better motivational strategies to change ED symptoms and behaviors 
(Knowles, Anokina, & Serpell, 2013). Moreover, the majority of the research to date has 
delivered MI in the traditional face-to-face (FTF) format with limited sessions, generally 
prior to the main course of treatment (e.g., Wade et al., 2009). The traditional time 
limited pre-treatment format may not be the optimal way to address motivation, which is 
a complex and fluctuating state as opposed to a linear and stable trait (Waller, 2012).  
Innovative interventions are needed to address the changing state of motivation within 
treatment in order to improve their impact on ED symptoms. 
Technology-based ecological momentary interventions (EMIs) such as text 
messages are novel means to provide patients support between treatment sessions 
(Shapiro & Bauer, 2010) and may have the potential to address vacillating motivation in 
treatment. Text messages have proven to be effective at enhancing health outcomes in a 
variety of domains [e.g., smoking cessation, medication adherence (Kannisto, 
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Kouivunen, & Valimaki, 2015; Krishna, Boren, & Balas, 2009)], and have shown 
promise in reducing binge/purge behaviors in BN as an aftercare protocol (Bauer, Okon, 
Meermann, & Kordy, 2012).  These findings are encouraging and support continued 
research in understanding the impact text messages may have on treatment outcomes 
within EDs. 
The “framing” of message content may also impact the effect of health care 
interventions (Rothman, Salovey, Antone, Keogh, & Martin, 1993).  Gain-frame 
messages highlight the rewards of behavior change, whereas loss-frame messages 
highlight the consequences of maintaining problematic behaviors. Some limited research 
has suggested that congruency between an individual’s approach or avoidant orientation 
and message frame may increase the impact of the message. The impact of messages 
appears to be increased when approach oriented individuals receive gain-frame messages 
and avoidant oriented individuals receive loss-frame messages (e.g., Hevey & Dolan, 
2013). Although the theory suggests a matching effect for gain/loss messages to 
motivational orientation, evidence for this has been equivocal across a variety of health 
domains, but not tested among eating disordered patients. 
The aim of the current study is to pilot a novel text message treatment adjunct for 
individuals who exhibit high dietary restraint on the AN/BN spectrum (N=12). It was a 
replicated single case alternating treatment design (ATD) study of motivational text 
messages delivered concurrently with eight weeks of CBT for EDs.  During the eight 
weeks of treatment, study participants received adjunctive personalized motivational text 
messages and completed ecological momentary assessments on their smart phone. During 
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the ATD, text message versus no text message week-long phases were semi-randomized. 
Within the text-message phases, gain- vs. loss-frame messages were sent in 3-4 day 
phases that were also semi-randomized.  The primary hypotheses were 1) the intervention 
would be feasible and acceptable, 2) participants’ ED behavior would decrease and 
motivation would increase when receiving the text messages, 3) loss-frame messages 
would show a greater effect than gain-frame messages, 4) and this effect would be 
moderated by individual orientation (i.e., approach versus avoidant). 
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Chapter 2: A single case replicated alternating treatment study investigating a 
motivational text message intervention for eating disorders 
 
Eating Disorder Treatment 
Outpatient psychological treatments for eating disorders (EDs), including 
anorexia nervosa (AN) and bulimia nervosa (BN), require further research attention. 
Cognitive-behavior based treatments (CBT) are considered the first line of psychological 
care for BN (NICE, 2008); however, remission rates typically fall between 40 – 60% in 
treatment trials (Agras et al., 2000; Keel & Mitchell, 1997). In AN, there is evidence that 
CBT may reduce ED behaviors, assist with weight gain, and reduce relapse after weight 
restoration (Fairburn et al., 2009; Pike, Walsh, Vitousek, Wilson, & Bauer, 2003), but 
overall, outpatient treatments for adults with AN demonstrate weak effects (Bulik, 
Berkman, Brownley, Sedway, & Lohr, 2007). The research to date indicates that novel 
treatments are needed to improve outcomes across EDs. 
Dietary restriction, which is defined as deliberate limits on food intake (pg. 13, 
Fairburn, 2008) and dietary restraint, defined as attempts to limit food intake or follow 
rules regarding food choices (pg. 11, Fairburn, 2008), are important transdiagnostic 
symptoms across EDs and are addressed directly in cognitive behavioral treatments for 
EDs (Pike et al., 2003; Fairburn, 2008).  Reductions in dietary restraint and dietary 
restriction facilitate weight gain in AN, and may help individuals with BN reduce 
vulnerability to bingeing and purging (B/P). Low weight status and B/P behaviors are 
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defining characteristics of these disorders respectively; therefore, targeting dietary 
restraint and dietary restriction are primary treatment foci in CBT (Fairburn, 2008).  
Dietary restraint/restriction also impact treatment outcome. High post-treatment 
dietary restraint predicts relapse in BN (Halmi et al., 2002) and reducing dietary restraint 
early in therapy mediates treatment response in BN (Wilson et al., 2002). In AN, 
increasing dietary variety and density, two components related to caloric restriction, 
predict long term outcome (Schebendach et al., 2008), persistent caloric restriction is 
likely linked to relapse (Walsh, 2013), and degree of restriction is a marker of clinical 
severity (DeYoung et al., 2013). While reducing restriction is critical to symptom 
remission, individuals with EDs exhibit low motivation to change dietary restraint 
(Ackard, Cronemeyer, & Egan, 2015). 
Motivation in EDs 
Low motivation to change is posited to play a key role in maintaining EDs 
(Vitousek, Watson, & Wilson, 1997) and is associated with poor treatment outcome 
(Clausen, Lubeck, & Jones, 2013; Halmi et al., 2002; Schlegl, Quadflieg, Lowe, Cuntz, & 
Voderholzer, 2014). In reviewing the literature, Clausen and colleagues (2013) found 
medium to large effects of baseline motivation to change restriction and bingeing on 
treatment outcome. These findings cross level of care and patient groups [with the 
exception of severe and enduring AN (Elbaky, Hay, Le Grange, Lacey, Crosby, & Touyz, 
2014)]. For example, individuals with AN who expressed greater desire to change when 
beginning inpatient treatment demonstrated greater weight gain post-treatment (Karisson, 
Clinton, & Nevonen, 2013); self-rated motivation predicted treatment outcome in 
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individuals with a range of EDs who were commencing day treatment (Jones, Bamford, 
Ford, Schreiber-Kounine, 2007), and stage of change predicted symptom reduction in a 
multi-level care facility (Ackard et al., 2015) and outpatient facility for EDs (Rodriguez-
Cano & Beato-Fernandez, 2005).  
Motivation to change dietary restriction has been shown to be a stronger predictor 
of treatment outcome than motivation to change other EDs symptoms (ED related 
cognitions, bingeing, purging; Geller et al., 2004)). But unfortunately, individuals on the 
AN/BN spectrum are more resistant to changing restriction than changing other 
symptoms (Ackard et al., 2015). This is likely due to the egosyntonic nature of restriction 
(Vitousek et al., 1997) and the congruence between caloric restraint and ED patients’ 
overall desire to change their body, shape, and weight (Fairburn, 2008). That is, dietary 
restriction and restraint align with the core eating disordered goal to lose weight and 
change one’s shape. Because these individuals place high importance on their body 
image, they want to restrict in order to work towards their ideal shape/weight. Restriction 
and shape/weight concerns together fuel the ED and perpetuate this problematic cycle. 
Minimal research has focused on motivation enhancement targeting dietary 
restriction/restraint, and innovative research is needed to target this recalcitrant and 
maintaining symptom.  
Motivational interviewing  
Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a client-centered, directive form of therapy, 
which aims to decrease ambivalence, increase intrinsic motivation, and promote the 
perceived discrepancy between values/goals and the effects of symptoms/behavior 
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(Miller & Rollnick, 2013). MI facilitates the development of explicit, personalized 
reasons to engage in treatment and change behavior. MI was developed within the 
treatment of substance use disorders (SUDs), and research has demonstrated the utility of 
MI to promote treatment adherence (Brown & Miller, 1993) and decrease substance 
consumption in SUDs (e.g., Burke, Arkowitz, & Menchola, 2003). MI has also been 
applied in other areas such as anxiety and depression (e.g., Westra, Aviram, & Doell, 
2011); risky sexual behavior (e.g., Naar-King, Parsons & Johnson, 2012); gambling (e.g., 
Carlbring, Jonsson, Josephson, & Forsberg, 2010); smoking cessation (Colby et al., 
1998); and health behaviors such as exercise and diet (Martins & McNeil, 2009). While 
MI has demonstrated generally positive results [e.g., adaptations of MIs have 
demonstrated 56% reduction in drinking (Burke et al., 2003); 74% of MI studies in a 
meta-analysis showed some psychological or physiological change (Rubak, Sandbaek, 
Lauritzen, & Christensen, 2005)], effects vary by population, setting and provider 
(Hettema, Steele, & Miller, 2005), and effects are typically increased with the number of 
encounters (Rubak, et al., 2005).  
Motivational Interviewing in ED populations 
Researchers have applied MI to address the low motivation that is often exhibited 
in ED populations, and data suggest that MI may have a positive impact on treatment 
related variables such as motivation to change, engagement, and drop-out. For example, 
in a study of inpatients with EDs, a group who received four sessions of Motivational 
Enhancement Therapy (MET) were more likely to be engaged in appropriate treatment 
after six weeks than the control group (Dean, Touyz, Rieger, & Thornton, 2008). Weiss, 
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Mills, Westra, and Carter (2013) found greater completion rates (69% vs. 31%) in an 
intensive treatment involving inpatient and day-patient group programs in individuals 
with a range of EDs who received pretreatment MI as compared with a control condition. 
Most recently, Hotzel and colleagues (2014) adapted MET to be delivered online as a 
guided self-help protocol for EDs and found individuals participating in the intervention 
reported increased motivation to change and decreased ED symptoms compared to those 
in the waitlist control group. These findings are encouraging, but recent reviews indicate 
that while MI and related techniques may impact variables such as treatment engagement, 
there is limited evidence that MI directly reduces ED behaviors, particularly dietary 
restriction (Knowles et al., 2013).   
More potent forms of motivational enhancement may be needed to support 
change in core ED behaviors beyond MI-based interventions delivered in the traditional 
face-to-face (FTF) format with a limited in number of sessions (i.e., 1 – 4 sessions) as 
seen in the protocols to date. Technology delivered ecological momentary interventions 
(EMIs) may be one way to extend motivational interventions beyond a time-limited FTF 
format and may be well suited to the fluctuating nature of motivation (Waller, 2012). 
Technology based ecological momentary interventions 
 Researchers have recently utilized new technologies as tools for ecological 
momentary assessment (EMA) and EMIs, which can record and affect people’s thoughts 
and actions as they occur in real time, in their natural setting. The benefits of EMI/A 
include the ability to extend therapeutic interventions beyond the therapy session and 
generalize therapeutic lessons to the real world. EMIs are easy to use in different settings 
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and times, easily tailored to the individual, and applicable to many behavioral domains 
(Heron & Smyth, 2010). One form of EMI is the use of text messaging via mobile 
phones. A number of studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of text messages to 
promote positive changes such as weight loss, smoking cessation, and adherence to 
antiretroviral medications (Hall, Cole-Lewis, & Berhnardt, 2015).   
 While text messages have shown to be helpful in other domains, only a handful 
studies have investigated their utility for EDs. Three studies using text-messages have 
found positive outcomes though noted specific limitations. Specifically, Bauer et al. 
(2012) used text messages as an aftercare program for individuals with BN discharged 
from an inpatient hospitalization.  Those who received the messages were more likely to 
remain abstinent compared to the control group. Shapiro and colleagues (2010) reported 
high rates of compliance with text-message monitoring during CBT for BN in a sample 
of N=31, and generally positive ratings concerning text-message encouragement and 
advice. However, patients in a third study preferred in-person care (Robinson, Perkins, 
Bauer, Hammond, Treasure & Schmidt, 2006).  To our knowledge, no study has 
investigated text messages in AN samples, though one group of researchers piloted a 
“vodcast” (i.e., mobile video) encouraging patients with AN to consume food using MI 
techniques in conjunction with other therapeutic tools. The researchers found better 
results, defined as consumption of a smoothie, in an outpatient setting as compared to the 
inpatient setting (Treasure, Macare, Mentxaka, & Harrison, 2010; Cardi, Lounes, Kan, & 
Treasure, 2013).  The authors suggest this may be because outpatients have more 
autonomy; therefore, the MI-based components of the vodcast may have been more 
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effective in an environment in which individuals can exercise their autonomy more 
easily. The current study is the first study to use text messages as an ecological 
motivational tool to enhance motivation and reduce dietary restriction/restraint across the 
AN/BN spectrum.    
The disadvantages to EMI/A can include high cost and technology training 
burden (Heron & Smyth, 2010). Text messages are cost effective and widely used, 
therefore minimizing these drawbacks. Additionally, researchers testing the use of EMA 
in EDs have found high compliance rates and general acceptability of the devices (Engel 
et al., 2005; Lavender et al., 2013), and a review of EMI studies (Heron & Smyth, 2010) 
reported no studies had indicated any harmful or adverse events due to the EMI.   
Message Framing in Health Care  
 The content of messages may play a critical role in a specific message’s impact.  
Prospect theory suggests that presenting messages as either gain-frame or loss-frame 
impact individuals’ preferences (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1982, 1984; Tversky & 
Kahnman, 1981). Health intervention research has supported the benefit of both gain-
frame messages (i.e., promoting reward) (Fucito, Latimer, Salovey, & Toll, 2010; 
Rothman, Salovey, Antone, Keough, & Martin, 1993) and loss-frame messages (i.e., 
averting negative consequences; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 1982), and response to 
message framing is observed to be sensitive to individual and contextual factors as well 
as goal of behavior change (i.e., disease prevention verses health promotion; Rothman & 
Salovey, 1997).  
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          Researchers have tested how regulatory fit, defined as the relationship between an 
individual’s avoidance or approach orientation and the goal, affects motivation and 
behavior change (Higgins, 2000). Broadly, individuals with approach-oriented 
motivational dispositions are guided by rewards, and individuals with avoidance-oriented 
motivational dispositions are guided by avoiding punishment or threat cues (Carver, 
Sutton, & Scheier, 2000). Motivation orientation can impact attendance bias to positive 
versus negative cues (Derryberry & Reed, 1994), remembering positive versus negative 
experiences (Higgins & Tykocinski, 1992), and goal selection (Elliot & McGregor, 
2001). Recent research in health promotion has found greater behavior change when 
motivation orientation is congruent with framing effects, i.e., approach-oriented 
individuals are paired with gain-frame messages/avoidance-oriented individuals are 
paired with loss-frame messages (Latimer et al., 2008; Mann, Sherman, & Updegraff, 
2004; Hevey & Dolan, 2013; Updegraff, Brick, Emanuel, Mintzer, & Sherman, 2015).  
          The issues of approach versus avoidance frames may be particularly salient in EDs 
given that individuals with EDs are observed to be more harm-avoidant than other non-
clinical and clinical groups (Cassin & vonRanson, 2005; Miettunen & Raevuori, 2011; 
Harrison, O’Brian, Lopez, & Treasure, 2011; Glashouwer, Bloot, Veenstra, Franken & de 
Jong, 2014). While heterogeneity exists within subgroups of EDs (i.e., binge/purge 
behavior is posited to be associated with increased reward sensitivity (Dawe & Loxton, 
2004; Wierenga, Ely, Bischoff-Grethe, Bailer, Simmons, & Kaye, 2014)), overall 
individuals with EDs experience greater sensitivity to punishment than reward (Harrison 
et al., 2011). For instance, Matton and colleagues (2015) recently found that 
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transdiagnostically, individuals with EDs reported greater sensitivity to punishment as 
compared to healthy individuals, though individuals with AN – restricting subtype also 
exhibited lower sensitivity to reward than individuals with BN.  While altered 
motivational systems are theorized to contribute to the development and maintenance of 
EDs (Weirenga et al., 2014), no study to date has specifically investigated message frame 
and orientation congruence in individuals with EDs. In the current study, we will 
investigate the role of both message frame and orientation congruency within the 
intervention. 
Overall Study Design: Alternating Treatment Design 
This study was a replicated single case alternating treatment design (ATD) 
focused on testing the effect of a motivational text message intervention. Within ATDs, 
two phases of differing interventions are semi-randomly administered multiple times, and 
data are collected across all phases (Barlow, Nock, & Herson, 2009). In the current study, 
the primary set of alternating phases were 1) receiving motivational text messages (Phase 
A) versus 2) not receiving motivational text messages (Phase B). Across both phases, 
participants received cognitive behavioral therapy from study clinicians.  Each phase was 
one week in duration and each participant completed a total of eight phases (four text 
message phases and four no text message phases). Also varied within the same design, 
there was a secondary set of alternating phases, wherein text messages were either gain-
frame (Phase A1) or loss-frame messages (Phase A2). These phases were semi-
randomized in 3-4 day intervals during the text message weeklong phases (See Figure 1 
for sample phase schedule). In ATDs, the order of phases is semi-randomized to ensure 
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adequate alternation between phases, permitting comparisons between Phases A and B. 
For example, if a randomization outcome was four weeks of text messages (Phase A) 
followed by four weeks of no text messages (Phase B), the phases would not be 
alternating. In such a case (i.e., an AB design), researchers would not be able draw 
conclusions regarding whether or not the outcomes were impacted by the administration 
and withdrawal of the intervention being tested. Therefore, the order of phases is re-
randomized until the adequate alternation necessary for data analysis is obtained. The 
semi-randomized nature of ATDs also controls for sequencing effects while maintaining 
high internal validity.  In the current study, outcome measures (i.e., kilocalorie intake, 
dietary restraint, motivation to change) were collected nightly via a smartphone 
application and food logs. 
Study Aims 
Our first study aim was to test a motivational text message treatment adjunct for 
individuals with EDs.  Our goal was to investigate if adjunctive motivational text 
messages increase kilocalorie intake, decrease dietary restraint, and increase motivation 
to change. Our second aim was to test how framing effects  (e.g., gain- vs. loss-frame 
messages) and motivation orientation congruency (i.e., approach vs. avoidance) influence 
ED behaviors and motivation by testing the effects of gain-frame and loss-frame versions 
of the same motivational messages, and assessing the relationship between motivation 
orientation and frame-specific response. 
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Hypotheses 
1a: We hypothesized that the text message intervention would be well received by 
participants, as assessed by compliance with daily monitoring and an acceptability 
questionnaire. This hypothesis stems from the high-observed compliance in prior ED 
EMA studies (e.g., Engel et al., 2013), and data concerning text messaging technology in 
health care (Hall et al., 2015).   
1b: We hypothesized that the intervention text message phases would be 
associated with increased kilocalorie intake, reduced dietary restraint, and higher 
motivation to change. Our hypothesis is based on research suggesting that MI enhances 
ED treatment related variables (e.g., Dean et al., 2008), and EMI shows benefit for other 
behavioral treatments (Heron & Smyth, 2010).   
1c: We hypothesized that associations between the intervention phases and 
kilocalorie intake would be associated with motivation level. This hypothesis is intended 
to directly test the theoretical basis of MI, that motivation enhancement is the mechanism 
by which MI changes behavior. 
2a: We hypothesized that loss-frame messages would show greater main effects 
than gain-frame messages on kilocalorie intake, dietary restraint, and change in 
motivation. This hypothesis stems from research that has demonstrated that individuals 
with EDs have been motivated by avoiding adverse events (Harrison et al., 2011). 
2b: We hypothesized there would be a significant relationship between motivation 
orientation/message frame congruence and treatment response, based on literature 
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suggesting that when motivation orientation and framing are compatible, greater change 
in behavior is observed (e.g., Updegraff et al., 2015). 
Methods 
All study procedures were conducted at the Center for Anxiety and Related Disorders 
(the Center) Eating Disorder Program and were approved by the Boston University 
Institutional Review Board. 
Recruitment 
Participants were recruited via community and online postings and clinician 
referrals from October 2013 – November 2014. All individuals who called the Center and 
expressed interest in the study were screened for eligibility. 
Screening 
The Principal Investigator (RS) conducted the initial screening over the phone. 
Individuals who were 1) potentially eligible per the information gathered via the phone 
screen and 2) interested in participating in the research completed an in-person screen. 
Informed consent was collected at the in-person evaluation. The in-person evaluation, 
conducted by RS, was approximately two hours in duration and consisted of two semi-
structured interviews: the Eating Disorder Examination (EDE) and the Structured Clinical 
Interview for DSM Diagnoses (SCID). Additionally, medical symptoms were assessed 
and consent to contact their medical provider was obtained. All participants were 
assessed by a medical provider and cleared for participation prior to beginning the 
treatment protocol.  
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Treatment protocol 
Upon confirmed eligibility and medical clearance, the individuals completed a 
battery of self-report questionnaires (see Measures) and completed a single MI session 
with RS.  The MI session was conducted face-to-face and lasted approximately one hour. 
The clinician used MI techniques such as open-ended questions, reflections, expressing 
empathy and promoting autonomy throughout the session. The aim of the MI session was 
to help the participants articulate why they wanted to overcome their ED. Because 
participants often did not link their ED symptoms (e.g., bingeing, weight loss) to caloric 
restraint, participants were provided psychoeducation regarding the cycle of ED thoughts 
and behaviors, specifically that shape/weight concern leads to dietary restraint which in 
turn leads to either underweight status and/or binge/purge behavior (Fairburn, 2008). This 
conceptualization provided a rationale for reducing dietary restraint as a primary 
treatment target. The psychoeducation was delivered using MI techniques (e.g., asking 
permission before providing information, collaborating with the client, asking open-
ended questions).  The individuals’ reasons for change were then used to create 
personalized and motivational messages.  All messages were created in both a gain- and 
loss-frame format. Approximately sixty individualized messages (including both gain- 
and loss-frame versions) were created for each participant. Participants were asked when 
they typically had meals (i.e., breakfast, lunch, dinner) and messages were scheduled to 
be sent prior to the specified times.  Across all phases, participants received a nightly text 
message reminder to complete their questionnaire and food logs. This reminder message 
was sent prior to bedtime and did not include any motivational components. All 
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participants downloaded the SymTrend application and were briefed on how to use the 
application to complete the nightly questionnaire on their smartphone.  
Two days after the MI interview, the participants began completing the nightly 
questionnaire on their smartphone via the SymTrend application.  Each participant 
underwent a semi-randomized sequence of text message and no text message phases. The 
phases were one week in duration and summed to four weeks of receiving text messages 
(Phase A) and four weeks of not receiving text messages (Phase B). Data were collected 
across all phases. Over the course of the eight weeks, participants also received outpatient 
CBT for their ED at no cost with a clinician from the Center. At the end of the eight-
week protocol, participants completed termination self-report measures and completed an 
acceptability questionnaire and brief feedback session. They were compensated $100.00 
for participating in the study and received a $50.00 bonus if their compliance rate with 
the nightly questionnaire and food logs was above 80%.  
Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Individuals with anorexia nervosa (AN), subclinical AN, and bulimia nervosa 
(BN) with high dietary restraint/restriction were enrolled in the study. Amenorrhea was 
not used as a diagnostic criterion for AN as minimal psychological differences have been 
shown between those who have their menses versus those who do not (Attia & Roberto, 
2009). All participants were least 18 years old, had a BMI of 16.5 kg/ m
2
-25.0 kg/ m
2 
(i.e., under to normal weight) and obtained medical clearance from their medical provider 
or CARD affiliated M.D. The individuals whose BMI were between 19.0-25.0 exhibited 
clinical levels of dietary restraint or restriction defined as a score of 3.2 or higher on the 
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Eating Disorder Examination (EDE, Fairburn, Cooper, & O’Connor, 2008) or self-
reported kilocalorie intake > 1200/day.  
If participants had lost weight to below 16.5 kg/ m
2
, they would have been 
withdrawn from the intervention and referred to day or inpatient programs, though this 
did not occur over the course of the study. If individuals had been unable to maintain a 
BMI above 16.5kg/ m
2
 or showed dramatic weight loss of 10% of their body weight 
during the study or in one month prior to intake assessment, they too would have been 
excluded, though this criterion was also not exercised during the protocol. Additional 
exclusion criteria were current or recent suicidal risk; comorbid substance abuse or 
dependence, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, or mental retardation, concurrent 
psychotherapy focused on their ED outside of the treatment provided at the Center, and 
psychopharmacological treatment unstable for at least 6 weeks. All participants needed to 
provide consent for us to contact their primary medical provider or a Center affiliated 
MD in the event medical complications surfaced.  Inability to provide a release for 
communication with a medical provider would have resulted in ineligibility and referral 
to another treatment facility. All individuals screened provided consent to speak with a 
medical provider.  
Measures 
Eating Disorder Examination (EDE version 16.0; Fairburn, Cooper, & 
O’Connor, 2008): The EDE is considered the gold standard interview for 
comprehensively assessing eating behavior and cognition.  It consists of a global score 
and four subscale scores: dietary restraint, shape concerns, weight concerns, and eating 
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concerns. Research has indicated good reliability and validity across EDs (Berg, 
Peterson, Frazier, & Crow, 2012).  It was administered at baseline to determine eligibility 
and describe the sample. 
Structured Clinical Interview for Axis I DSM-IV Disorders (SCID-I; First, 
Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002): The SCID is a semi-structured interview used to 
diagnose Axis I pathology.  It is commonly used in ED treatment trials (e.g., Agras et al., 
2000) and has demonstrated adequate reliability (Zanarini & Frankenburg, 2001) and 
diagnostic validity (Basco, Bostic, Davies, Rush, Hendrickse, & Barnett, 2000). The 
SCID was administered at baseline to determine eligibility and describe the sample. 
Behavioral Approach System/Behavioral Inhibition System (BAS/BIS; Carver 
& White, 1994): This 20-item personality trait scale measures an individual’s tendency to 
approach gains or avoid losses. It consists of one BIS scale and three BAS subscales.  It 
has shown good internal reliability as well as convergent and divergent validity (Carver 
& White, 1994) and has been used to measure approach/avoidance systems across EDs 
(e.g., Harrison, 2011; Jappe et al., 2011). Consistent with previous motivation 
congruency focused studies (Updegraff et al., 2015; Mann et al., 2004), we created a 
“motivation orientation score” by subtracting the mean score of the BAS scale from the 
mean score of the BIS scale. Positive values represent an avoidant orientation. This 
measure was collected at baseline. 
Readiness and Motivation Question (RMQ; Geller, Brown, Srikameswaran, 
Piper, & Dunn, 2013): This is a 64-item questionnaire assessing readiness to change 
eating disorder related behaviors across ED diagnoses. This measure provides 
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precontemplation, action, internality, and confidence scores for restriction, bingeing, ED 
cognitions, and compensatory behaviors and has demonstrated good reliability and 
validity across AN/BN spectrum of diagnoses (Geller et al., 2013). The complete 
questionnaire was administered pre and post treatment. Additionally, the restriction 
subscale score was adapted to be smartphone compatible and was administered daily via 
the SymTrend application on the participants’ smartphones. The RMQ dietary restraint 
subscale score has two versions: one for individuals who are underweight and one for 
individuals who are normal weight. The score for individuals who are underweight 
includes a question targeting weight gain. The score for individuals who are normal 
weight includes a question targeting weight loss attempts. The appropriate score was used 
for each individual in the analyses.  
Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE-Q; Fairburn & Beglin, 
1994): The EDE-Q is a self-report version of the EDE interview and has demonstrated 
good validity and reliability across EDs (Peterson et al., 2007; Wolk, Loeb, & Walsh, 
2005). The complete questionnaire was administered at baseline and post-treatment and a 
modified dietary restraint subscale was administered daily via the SymTrend application 
on the participants’ smartphones.  The modified dietary restraint subscale was adapted to 
reflect daily recording in order to capture day-to-day changes in dietary restraint (i.e., did 
the individual restrict in the past day as opposed to the past 28 days).  This adapted scale 
was scored as a percentage of questions answered “yes” daily. For example, if they 
indicated “yes” on two out of the five dietary restraint questions, the score would be 40%. 
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Daily Food Records:  Participants recorded their daily food intake via food logs. 
Data from the food record was entered into the computerized ESHA Food Processor 
(ESHA Research, Inc., 2010) a state-of the art software program utilized by nutrition and 
eating disorder experts (Fairburn & Brownell, 2002). 
Medical Safety Questions: A brief self-report questionnaire assessed the primary 
medical symptoms related to eating disorders, suicidal ideation, and one open-ended item 
(e.g., chest pain, faintness; assessed at baseline and daily). This measure was 
administered at the initial intake and collected daily on the smartphone to ensure medical 
safety. 
Acceptability Measure: A simple acceptability questionnaire from a previous 
text-message study in ED patients (Shapiro et al., 2010) was adapted for use in the 
current study. It included five Likert-scale questions and three open response questions 
focused on the acceptability of the intervention. It was completed post-treatment. 
Intervention 
The personalized motivational text messages were developed from content discussed 
during each individual’s pre-treatment MI session with the PI (RS). The text messages 
reflected domains discussed by the participants that were negatively impacted by the ED 
(e.g., relationships, work, school, physical health). A gain-frame and a loss-frame version 
of each message were created. For example, Participant 3 noted that her dietary 
restriction impacted her energy for sports; therefore, one of her gain-frame messages was: 
“Increasing calories will increase your strength for sports!” and the respective loss-frame 
message was: “Restricting limits your energy for sports.”  The messages were written in 
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“text message format” (i.e., short and colloquial) and were sent prior to when the 
participants reported typically having meals (See Table 1 for sample text messages). The 
messages were designed as an adjunct to cognitive behavioral therapy for EDs. 
Participants were provided the risks to confidentiality with smartphone use (e.g., 
data interception). They were offered the option to use a study phone if they felt 
uncomfortable with using their own phone for study purposes or if they did not have a 
smartphone. Participants were offered suggestions to help protect their confidentiality 
when using their personal phone for study purposes (i.e., using a password to protect 
phone, using generic text message banner, installing remote wipe). Twelve participants 
elected to use their personal smartphone for the duration of the study and one participant 
elected to use the iPhone provided through the study. 
Participants 
See Figure 2 for a flow diagram of participants. Seventy-seven participants 
completed a phone screen of which twenty-six completed an in-person evaluation. The 
majority of individuals who were screened out prior to the in-person evaluation did not 
meet the ED inclusion criteria. All individuals who completed the in-person evaluation 
provided informed consent. Of this set of individuals, n=20 were eligible for the protocol 
and n=13 enrolled in the study. Those who were eligible to participate but did not begin 
the study were either lost to follow-up (n=5) or were unable to commit to the study time 
requirements (n=2). Reasons for ineligibility were 1) did not meet eating disorder 
symptom threshold (n=4); 2) too high BMI (n=1); and 3) did not fit diagnostic profile for 
statistical analyses (n=1). Of the thirteen participants who began the study, one individual 
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was withdrawn due to lack of improvement as an outpatient (e.g., inability to engage in 
regular eating and gain weight) and was referred to a higher level of care. No participants 
dropped out of the protocol. 
All participants were informed that they would receive eight weeks of CBT at no 
cost at the Center by an advanced graduate school level clinician and that at the end of 
these eight weeks, appropriate referrals would be offered. During these eight weeks, they 
would receive text messages (three messages per day) during four of the weeks and that 
these weeks would be semi-randomly alternated with four weeks of not receiving 
motivational text messages. They were also notified that would receive a daily reminder 
to complete a nightly questionnaire on their smartphone and were also asked to complete 
daily food records. 
Statistical Analyses 
Visual and graphical inspection of the data was the primary and first mode of 
analysis, as is customary in single case designs. When graphing the single case data, 
weeks were divided into two three-four day segments that were averaged
1
. Change in 
slope and level for both text message and no text message phases were analyzed and 
included as trend lines (Barlow, Nock & Herson, 2009).  
To complement visual inspection and analysis of data, multilevel analyses (i.e., 
Generalized Estimating Equations [GEE], an extension of generalized linear models 
accounting for non-independence of observations; Liang & Zeger, 1986, Zeger & Liang, 
                                                        
1
 For example, if a given phase started on Monday and ended on Sunday, Monday – Thursday data would 
be averaged and Friday – Sunday data would be averaged, creating two data points per week-long phase.  
Frame phase alternations aligned with the split week averages; therefore, these averages were also used 
when graphing the gain/loss-frame data. 
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1986; Shiffman, Stone, & Hufford, 2007) were employed to describe the overall effect on 
the dependent variables (kilocalorie intake, dietary restraint, and motivation to change) 
across participants over time while accounting for BMI as a covariate. GEEs are 
particularly well-suited to longitudinal data in which the times of observations differ 
between individuals (Garson, 2013; Snijders & Bosker, 1993), which is necessary given 
the different series of interventions participants received. Missing data were not imputed 
because GEE uses maximum likelihood estimation; therefore, there is little or no need for 
imputation. According to power calculations, the design of the study, in which we 
collected N=561 observations, had adequate power (> 80%) to detect medium-sized 
effects at the .05 level of significance.  
Results
2
 
Baseline Characteristics: Twelve participants completed the protocol. Of these 
twelve, the majority of the sample was female (n=10, 83%) and Caucasian (n=8, 67%).  
The mean age was 21.5(SD=2.35) years old. Four participants were diagnosed with AN, 
n=4 were diagnosed with EDNOS-AN subtype, and n=4 were diagnosed with BN with 
high caloric restriction/dietary restraint. Of those who were diagnosed with AN, one 
individual was binge/purge subtype. The sample mean BMI=20.0kg/m
2 
(SD=2.9; Range: 
17.1-23.4). See Table 2 for individual baseline characteristics. Overall, the sample 
exhibited significant dietary restraint [mean=4.13 (SD=0.75)] and moderate overall ED 
psychopathology at baseline [mean=3.35(SD=0.74)]. With regards to the RMQ subscales, 
                                                        
2
 Due to no significant GEE effects and limited single case effects regarding RMQ internality and 
confidence scores in text message models, only outcomes regarding RMQ precontemplation and actions are 
presented. 
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mean scores were as follows: 1) precontemplation score (i.e., how much they wanted to 
engage in dietary restriction) =75.5% (SD=22.5); 2) action score (i.e., how much they 
were working on actively trying not to restrict) =32.7% (SD=35.0); 3) internality score 
(i.e., how much they were changing for themselves vs. for others) =62.7% (SD=31.7); 4) 
confidence score (i.e., how confident they were in their ability to change) =54.5% 
(SD=30.9). The sample was, on average, avoidant in orientation (motivation orientation 
score: 0.33 (SD=0.69). 
Post-intervention outcomes. The participants’ EDE-Q dietary restraint subscale 
scores reduced significantly over the course of the 8 week intervention. Additionally, 
precontemplation scores decreased and action and confidence subscale scores increased 
significantly from baseline to post-intervention. These changes indicate an increase in 
motivation to change. The internal subscale score did not significantly change from 
baseline to post-intervention. See Table 3 for group pre-post outcome data and Table 4 
for individual pre-post outcome data. 
Feasibility and acceptability of the intervention (hypothesis 1a): On average, 
participants completed 91.5% (i.e., 51 out of 56 days) of the daily entries on SymTrend 
and 87.4% of the daily food logs, confirming our hypothesis that the intervention would 
be feasible. 
The participants found the overall intervention to be acceptable (mean=7.05/10 
points (SD=2.36), p=0.01), confirming our hypothesis that the intervention would be well 
accepted. Three participants rated the intervention below five, and nine participants rated 
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the intervention as five or above. See Table 5 for sample positive and negative feedback 
from the feedback questionnaire and interview. 
Group Data: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake and dietary restriction 
(hypothesis 1b): GEE analyses indicated no significant main effects of the text messages 
on self-reported kilocalorie intake (Wald Chi-Square=1.19, SE=-448.21, p=.28) or 
dietary restraint (operationalized as percent of EDE-Q questions answered ‘yes’;) (Wald 
Chi-Square=1.14, SE=27.31, p=.29) when co-varying for baseline BMI.  
Single case data: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake and dietary 
restriction (hypothesis 1b): Single case visual analysis of food record data indicated 
decreased kilocalorie intake when receiving text messages in three participants, increased 
kilocalorie intake when receiving text messages in one participant, and no change in 
kilocalorie intake when receiving text messages in eight participants (See Figures 3a-
14a).  
Two individuals reported increased dietary restraint when receiving text 
messages, four individuals reported decreased dietary restraint when receiving text 
messages, and six individuals reported no change in dietary restraint when receiving text 
messages (See Figures 3b-14b). 
Group Data: Text message effect on motivation to change (hypothesis 1b): A 
significant main effect of the text messages and a significant interaction effect between 
text messages and baseline BMI were found on the precontemplation scores (main effect: 
Wald Chi-Square=17.64, SE=-18.96, p<.001; interaction effect: Wald Chi-Square=11.65, 
SE=0.28, p=.001) and action scores (main effect: Wald Chi-Square=14.85, SE=21.16, 
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p<.001; interaction effect: Wald Chi-Square=14.95, SE=2.00, p<.001). Follow-up 
subgroup GEEs with normal weight individuals and underweight individuals indicated 
significant effects in the underweight group for both precontemplation and action 
(precontemplation score: Wald Chi-Square=16.45, SE=0.58, p<.001; action score: Wald 
Chi-Square=4.74, SE=4.07, p=.03). No significant effect was found in the normal weight 
group on precontemplation scores (Wald Chi-Square=0.25, SE=1.83, p=.62), but there 
was a significant effect of text messages on action scores (Wald Chi-Square=10.82, 
SE=25.23, p=.001). 
When receiving text messages, individuals’ precontemplation scores, which 
represent how much a participant wanted to restrict, decreased less over time compared to 
when they were not receiving text messages for the entire sample. The change over time 
during text message phases was approximately 10% (60% to 50% desire to engage in 
restriction) where as the change over time during no text message phases was 
approximately 20% (65% to 45% desire to engage in restriction). These changes also 
illustrated that the text messages were slightly more effective at the beginning of 
treatment where as not receiving text messages was slightly more effective at the end of 
treatment (See Figure 15a).  
The interaction effect demonstrated that in individuals who were underweight 
(BMI < 19.0), there was a slight decrease in precontemplation scores over time when 
receiving text messages. In contrast, there was a sharper decrease in precontemplation 
scores when not receiving text messages. Additionally, the effect of text messages on 
reducing precontemplation was greater at the beginning of treatment where as the effect 
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of not receiving text messages on reducing precontemplation was greater at the end of 
treatment (See Figure 15b). Individuals who were normal weight (BMI > 19.0) did not 
exhibit statistically significant differences in precontemplation scores when receiving text 
messages compared to not receiving text messages over time (See Figure 15c).  
Contradictorily, action scores, which represent how much a participant was 
working on not restricting, increased when participants received text messages over time 
where as action scores remained more stable when they did not receive text messages 
over time (See Figure 16a).  
With regards to the interaction effect, individuals who were underweight reported 
overall higher action scores when receiving text messages compared to not receiving text 
messages (See Figure 16b).  Individuals who were normal weight reported increasing 
action scores when receiving text messages and decreasing action scores when not 
receiving text messages over the course of the intervention.  Additionally, not receiving 
text messages had a greater effect on action scores at the beginning of treatment and 
receiving text messages had a greater effect on action scores at the end of treatment (See 
Figure 16c).   
The text-message effect on precontemplation did not support our hypothesis that 
text messages would increase motivation to change while the text message effect on 
action did support our hypothesis. In more specific terms, individuals wanted to engage 
in restriction more (higher precontemplation scores) when receiving text messages but 
they also were actively working harder on not restricting (higher action scores) when 
receiving text messages. These effects were impacted by weight status, with individuals 
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who were underweight showing a negative impact of text messages on precontemplation 
scores and a positive impact of text messages on action scores. Individuals who were 
normal weight demonstrated no effect of text messages on precontemplation scores, but 
demonstrated increasing action scores when receiving text messages and decreasing 
action scores when not receiving text messages over the course of the intervention. 
Single case data - Text message effect on motivation to change (hypothesis 
1b): Two individuals reported increased precontemplation scores when receiving text 
messages (i.e., they wanted to restrict more when receiving text messages), two 
individuals reported decreased precontemplation scores when receiving text messages 
(i.e., they wanted to restrict less when receiving text messages), and eight individuals 
reported no effect of the text messages on precontemplation. Of those who reported 
increased precontemplation when receiving text messages, one (50%) was normal weight 
and one (50%) was underweight. Of those who reported decreased precontemplation 
when receiving text messages, one (50%) was normal weight and one (50%) was 
underweight. Of those who reported no effect, six (75%) were normal weight and two 
(25%) were underweight (See Figures 3c-14c). 
 With regards to action scores, two individuals reported decreased action scores 
when receiving text messages, four individuals reported increased action scores when 
receiving text messages, and six individuals reported no effect on action scores when 
receiving text messages. Of the two individuals who reported decreased action scores 
during text message phases, one individual (50%) was underweight and one individual 
(50%) was normal weight. Of the individuals who reported increased action scores during 
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text message phases, one (25%) individual was underweight and three (75%) individuals 
were normal weight. Of the individuals who reported no effects, four (66.6%) were 
normal weight and two (33.3%) were underweight (See Figures 3d-14d).  
Relationship between motivation to change and kilocalorie intake and 
dietary restraint  (hypothesis 1c): A significant relationship was found between self-
reported precontemplation and action scores and dietary restraint in the hypothesized 
direction: when individuals reported higher precontemplation scores, they reported higher 
dietary restraint scores (Wald Chi-Square=26.65, SE=0.92, p>.001), and when 
individuals reported higher action scores, they reported lower dietary restraint scores 
(Wald Chi-Square=5.80, SE=.22, p=.016). No significant relationships were found 
between kilocalorie intake and motivation to change (precontemplation: Wald Chi-
Square=2.13, SE=2.33, p=.15; action: Wald Chi-Square=0.51, SE=1.78, p=.47). 
Group data - Effect of message frame on text-message effect on kilocalorie 
intake and dietary restraint (hypothesis 2a): There was no significant effect of 
message frame on kilocalorie intake (Wald Chi-Square=4.25, SE=240.96, p=.12) or 
dietary restraint when covarying for baseline BMI (Wald Chi-Square=24.69, SE=41.12, 
p=.001; pairwise comparisons: p=.99
3
; the more conservative pairwise comparisons were 
non-significant indicating no effect of message frame on dietary restraint).  
Single case data - Effect of message frame on text-message effect on 
kilocalorie intake and dietary restraint (hypothesis 2a): Two individuals reported 
                                                        
3
 Although the omnibus effect was significant for message frame on dietary restraint, precontemplation, 
and action scores, the pairwise effect were non-significant indicating no effect of message frame on these 
outcomes. 
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higher kilocalorie intake when receiving loss-framed text messages and one individual 
reported higher kilocalorie when receiving gain-framed messages. Seven individuals 
reported no differences in kilocalorie intake between message frame conditions. We were 
unable to draw conclusions in two participants due to missing food log data (See Figures 
3e-14e). 
 One individual reported lower dietary restraint when receiving loss-framed 
messages and one individual reported lower dietary restraint when receiving gain-framed 
messages. Ten participants reported no effect of message frame on dietary restraint (See 
Figures 3f-14f). 
Group data - Effect of message frame on text-message effect on motivation to 
change (hypothesis 2a): No significant effects of message frame were found on 
motivation to change [precontemplation (Wald Chi-Square=15.15, SE=35.84, p=.001; 
pairwise comparisons non-significant (p=.99)
3
) and action (Wald Chi-Square=27.8, 
SE=17.95, p<.01; non-significant pairwise comparisons(p=.99)
3
)] scores when co-
varying for baseline BMI. 
Single case data - Effect of message frame on text-message effect on 
motivation to change (hypothesis 2a): For precontemplation, one participant reported 
lower scores when receiving loss-framed messages and one participant reported lower 
scores when receiving gain-framed messages. Ten individuals demonstrated no effect of 
message frame on precontemplation scores (See Figures 3g-14g). 
 A similar pattern was found for action scores: two participants reported higher 
scores when receiving loss-framed messages, two participants reported higher scores 
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when receiving gain-framed messages; and eight participants demonstrated no effect of 
message frame on action scores (See Figures 3h-14h). 
Group data: Effect of orientation congruence on text-message effect 
(hypothesis 2b): No significant effects of orientation congruency on text messages effect 
were found (Wald Chi-Square=1.35, SE=74.16, p=.51). 
Single case data: Effect of orientation congruence on text-message effect 
(hypothesis 2b): Overall, there is limited evidence supporting the orientation congruency 
effect in the single case data. When investigating motivation orientation, one out of the 
three individuals who demonstrated a message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
supported our motivation orientation hypothesis, that is, the message frame that aligned 
with their motivational disposition resulted in greater kilocalorie intake. Both of the 
individuals who demonstrated a message frame effect on dietary restraint supported our 
motivation congruency hypothesis. Neither of the individuals who demonstrated a 
message frame effect on precontemplation supported the motivation congruency 
hypothesis. Finally, two of the individuals’ data supported and two of the individuals’ 
data did not support the motivation congruency hypothesis for action scores. 
Single case overall outcomes. Overall, the data indicate that three participants 
reported a positive impact of text messages on at least one of the primary outcomes, 
seven participants reported mixed or no impact of the text messages across the primary 
outcomes, and two participants reported a negative impact of the text messages on at least 
one of the primary outcomes (See Table 6). 
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Discussion 
The primary aim of the current study was to pilot a novel motivational text 
message intervention for individuals with eating disorders. The intervention was designed 
to be an adjunct to outpatient cognitive behavioral therapy and focused on increasing 
kilocalorie intake, decreasing dietary restraint, and increasing motivation to change.  The 
second aim was to investigate the impact of message frame and orientation congruency 
on the potency of the test message effect. The intervention was feasible and acceptable. 
The effects of the text messages on the primary outcomes, behavior change and 
motivation, were mixed and weight status moderated the effect of text messages on 
motivation to change. 
Feasibility and Acceptability  
The feasibility of the study was high, with approximately 90% compliance rate of 
data completion. This is particularly encouraging because the majority of the research to 
date in ED samples has collected EMA data for up to two weeks (e.g., Lavender et al., 
2013; Goldschmidt et al., 2014), or in the case of EMIs, weekly for 16 weeks (Bauer et 
al., 2012). Similar to the current study during which we collected data daily for 8 weeks, 
only one other study collected data daily for an extended period of time (12 weeks) 
during a CBT protocol and also reported high compliance (Shapiro et al., 2010). These 
findings highlight the feasibility of these methods in ED samples. 
It is possible that this high rate of compliance was due to the fact that it was 
associated with an intervention, and therefore, participants conceptualized the nightly 
monitoring as part of the therapeutic process. For example, a few of the participants noted 
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that they “did not find the monitoring helpful,” which may suggest they viewed the 
monitoring as more than research data collection.  
This high compliance rate may have clinical implications for monitoring 
homework in CBT. Compliance with homework is associated with positive treatment 
outcome (Kazantzis, Whittington, & Dattillio, 2010; Mausbach, Moore, Roesch, 
Cardenas, & Patterson, 2010) and is a critical component of CBT for EDs (Fairburn, 
2008).  The smartphone provides a discreet method of completing monitoring on a device 
that they likely carry around throughout the day (Miller, 2012). Although the current 
study did not use the smartphone for food logs, multiple online programs have been 
developed (e.g, Recovery Record, Rise Up) for ED food monitoring. The current data 
provide support for using smartphones for monitoring and future research should 
investigate if homework that can be collected via smartphone results in greater 
compliance and ease of use for participants.  
The participants reported liking the intervention and, in general, they reported that 
the messages were helpful reminders. The common positive themes that emerged focused 
on the personalized nature of the text messages, increased accountability when receiving 
the text messages and completing the monitoring, and the helpful nature of the reminders 
to counter ED thoughts and behaviors.  Interestingly, two participants found the 
personalized nature of the text messages detracted from the intervention, explaining that 
the messages 1) seemed intrusive because they referred to the MI session and 2) were 
reminders of what she already knew.  Multiple participants wished they could have 
reached out in time of need for additional support and two participants also did not like 
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that the format of the actual message began with “FRM:support@symtrend.com SUBJ: 
Reminder from SymTrend” (a function of the program that was used, which could not be 
altered) as opposed to just the personalized text message content.  
The participants’ feedback offers potential insight for future research. First, given 
that some participants did not like the personalized nature of the messages, it may be 
worthwhile to tailor the messages to individual preferences. Second, due to budget 
constraints and software limitations, we were unable to allow for real-time requests for 
support or reformat the messages. These developments could be beneficial for increasing 
acceptability and efficacy in future research and interventions.   
Overall, the majority of the participants felt the text messages provided support, 
and the majority of participants were compliant with the nightly questionnaire.  This 
highlights the feasibility of this low-cost, widely used technology as a means to provide 
therapeutic support outside of therapy sessions in an ED population without significant 
clinician burden.  The monitoring compliance adds to the limited literature that 
smartphone applications may be a means to increase compliance with monitoring in EDs 
(Darcy, Adler, Miner & Lock, 2014; Shapiro et al., 2010). 
Text Message Effect: Behavioral outcomes 
Administration of the text messages did not show a phase-specific significant 
effect on kilocalorie intake or dietary restraint across group data. The lack of behavioral 
change in response to the text messages reflects past research failing to demonstrate 
reduced ED behavior directly associated with MI based interventions (Knowles et al., 
2013). While the current research aimed to extend the motivational intervention beyond a 
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limited number of FTF sessions by adding a novel factor of real-time reminders, our 
results do not indicate behaviors changed in response to the text-messages for the whole 
sample.  
The single case data present a similar picture: three quarters of the participants 
(n=8) did not demonstrate a phase-specific effect of text messages on kilocalorie intake 
and half of the participants (n=6) showed no effect of text messages on dietary restraint. 
Three participants demonstrated a negative effect and one participant demonstrated a 
positive effect of text messages on kilocalorie intake. Four participants showed a positive 
effect and two participants reported a negative effect of text messages on dietary restraint.  
Investigating who responded well versus poorly may help illuminate what type of clinical 
profile best responds to text messages.  First, it is worthwhile to note that the two 
participants who reported lower kilocalorie intake during text phases also reported 
decreased dietary restraint during text phases. It is possible that for Participant 6, who 
was diagnosed with BN, kilocalorie intake may not have been a reliable primary outcome 
because of binge episodes; therefore, lower kilocalorie intake may not have reflected 
higher dietary restraint but rather more regular eating. Participant 7 reported a stomach 
virus during week 6 which may have impacted her caloric intake, but not necessarily her 
dietary restraint.  Independent of these individual caveats, four of the five participants 
who reported some negative impact of the text messages on the behavioral outcomes 
(Participants 4,6,7,10) also rated the intervention as a five (out of ten) or below on the 
acceptability rating, where as those who reported exclusively positive behavior change in 
response to the text messages rated the intervention as 6.8 (Participant 1), 8.6 (Participant 
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2) and 9.6 (Participant 8). No pattern emerged for diagnosis or clinical severity. 
Therefore, finding the intervention as acceptable may be important for positive behavior 
change.  
Given that personalized motivational text messages did not trigger positive 
behavior change for the majority of participants, it may be worthwhile to investigate 
whether other types of messages (e.g., supportive/encouraging messages such as “You 
can do this!” fact-based messages such as “low weight can lead to osteoporosis,” or 
prescriptive messages such as “Eat three meals today.”) lead to behavior change. A recent 
study focused on reducing smoking investigated the impact of web-based prescriptive 
versus motivational messages found that participants viewed more of the web-content 
when receiving prescriptive messages (McClure et al., 2013). A more directive approach 
in this difficult to treat population may be more effective. 
It is also possible that the frequency of the text messages may not have been high 
enough to motivate behavior change. In the current study, three text messages were sent 
per day during the text message phases, and the messages were timed with the 
participants’ typical meal times. Given that regular eating involves two-three snacks in 
addition to the three meals, it is possible that sending text messages at snack times may 
have resulted in greater kilocalorie intake. That being said, it is important that 
technology-based interventions are not intrusive; therefore, future research should 
investigate the optimal number of text messages to both initiate change and avoid being 
burdensome.  
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Text Message Effect: Motivation to change 
The group effect of text messages on motivation was more complicated than the 
effect on behavioral outcomes. The text messages appeared to have a negative impact - 
specifically increased precontemplation, across the whole sample: participants reported 
wanting to restrict more when receiving the text messages compared to when not 
receiving the text messages. However, the sample also reported a positive effect on their 
action scores, i.e., they were actively trying to reduce their restrictive behaviors more 
when receiving text messages compared to when not receiving the text messages. These 
findings are counterintuitive and highlight the complex nature of motivation.  The data 
may illustrate the ambivalence ED patients feel when letting go of their restrictive 
behavior, a behavior that aligns with their shape and weight goals, but conflicts with 
broader life goals. For example, it is possible that the text messages reminded them of 
their problematic behavior, and in turn, increased their desire to engage in restriction, 
resulting in higher precontemplation scores. At the same time, the messages also included 
why they did not want to restrict – which may have lead to increased action scores, 
motivating them to act against their initial drive to engage in restriction. The single case 
data may help unpack this finding further. The majority (n=8) of the participants reported 
change during the text message phases in one construct but not the other. It is possible 
that these motivational constructs are not directly related – rather, one can want to restrict 
while actively working against this urge.  In other words, even if an individual’s 
precontemplation score is high, their action score may not necessarily be low and vice 
versa, even if their action score is high, their precontemplation may not be low. 
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The interaction effects of baseline BMI and text messages on motivation 
outcomes are particularly important given the range of BMIs included in the current 
study. Individuals who were underweight reported increased precontemplation over time 
when receiving text messages compared to no text messages. Text messages may have 
been reinforcing the desire to restrict in the population where restriction was most 
effective – those with AN. The data also illustrate that for those who were underweight, 
the text messages were associated with higher action scores overall and for individuals 
who were normal weight, action scores were highest at the end of treatment when 
receiving text messages. It is possible that individuals with BN/EDNOS (normal weight) 
needed some time to “buy into” treatment goals related to restraint more so than 
individuals with AN because there were not as clear physical signs of restraint (i.e., 
underweight status) in the BN/EDNOS sample. This may have resulted in higher action 
scores in response to text messages at the end of treatment when they had some time to 
experience how dietary restraint negatively impacted their ED symptoms as opposed to 
the beginning of treatment when they were more naïve about the impact of restraint on 
the ED cycle.  Overall, these results may also indicate that motivational text messages are 
more effective at increasing motivation in normal weight individuals and may be more 
likely to increase ambivalence in underweight individuals. 
Message Frame Effects 
Contrary to our hypothesis, loss-frame messages did not have a greater impact on 
behavioral or motivational outcomes and motivation congruency did not moderate the 
message frame effect. It is possible that the message frame was not salient enough. One 
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short statement (i.e., a text message) may not have been potent enough for the frame to 
take significant meaning of avoiding punishment or approaching reward. Additionally, no 
participants commented on the different frames which may suggest the gain- and loss-
frame messages were not different enough to initiate diverging outcome patterns. 
Relationship between behavior change and motivation to change 
Our findings demonstrated a significant relationship between dietary restraint and 
motivation to change. This is an important finding because to date, very limited research 
has investigated the hypothesized mechanism of MI that increased motivation will result 
in increased behavior change (Kuerbis, Armeli, Muench, & Margenstern, 2013). Our data 
are well suited to investigating this theory because of the ecological momentary method 
used for data collection.  Because we collected data on both targeted behavior changes: 
kilocalorie intake and dietary restraint as well as motivation to change on a day-to-day 
basis, we were able to provide preliminary data regarding whether these two concepts are 
proximally related. The results show that as precontemplation decreased and as action 
increased, dietary restraint decreased, suggesting a connection between motivation and 
behavior. This finding supports the theory that as motivation increases positive behavior 
change increases.  
 Limitations 
The current study has several limitations to note. First, the sample size was small 
with limited diversity (N=12, majority female and Caucasian) which limits our ability to 
generalize our findings. Second, all the primary outcomes were self-report. Future EMA 
research may want to capitalize on new technologies (e.g., Ginger.io, smartphone 
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cameras) that have the potential to collect real-time data beyond self-report. Third, 
although sequencing effects were controlled for in the current study, carry over effects of 
the text messages may have impacted outcomes. Future research using separate control 
groups (e.g., randomized control trial) would be beneficial to continue understanding the 
potential for text messages to be used as an adjunctive intervention. 
Conclusions 
 The current research was the first study to use text messages as a motivational 
adjunct to CBT for EDs.  We found evidence that the intervention was feasible and 
acceptable in this sample, but while the text messages increased aspects of motivation, 
they had minimal impact on changing behavior. Continued research is needed to uncover 
ways motivational interventions can lead to reduced ED symptoms. 
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Chapter 3: A case study of motivational text messages in two patients with anorexia 
nervosa 
Novel therapeutic interventions for anorexia nervosa (AN) are needed in order to 
improve treatment outcomes. Research reviews conclude that there are limited 
efficacious treatments, indicated by high drop-out, non-response, and relapse rates among 
individuals with AN (Bulik, Berkman, Brownley, Sedway, & Lohr, 2007; Wallier, 
Vibert, Berthoz, Huas, Hubert, & Godart, 2009).  Given the severe and potentially fatal 
consequences of this illness, innovative treatments are needed to help individuals recover 
from this recalcitrant illness (Agras et al., 2004).   
Motivation plays a key role in recovery from AN.  Individuals with AN frequently 
prioritize maintenance of a low weight over the extreme harm caused by starvation 
(Vitousek, Watson, & Wilson, 1998), and low motivation or ‘readiness’ to change ED 
behaviors and gain weight predicts treatment drop-out and outcome (Geller, Drab-
Hudson, Whisenhunt, & Srikameswaran, 2004).  Motivation intervention is described as 
an essential component of effective ED treatment (Fairburn, 2008), though minimal 
research has focused on motivation enhancement in AN.  
One technique researchers have applied to target ambivalence to change eating 
disordered behaviors is motivational interviewing (MI). The aim of MI is to increase 
intrinsic reasons for change (Miller & Rollnick, 2013) and has shown to be effective 
within a range of problem behaviors (Hettema, Steele, & Miller, 2005). MI within eating 
disorders has shown positive results with regard to treatment related variables such as 
treatment engagement and motivation (e.g., Wade et al., 2009; Gowers & Smyth, 2005). 
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However, there is limited evidence to date that MI directly reduces ED behaviors, 
particularly restriction – a cardinal symptom of AN (Knowles, Anokhina, & Serpell, 
2013). Moreover, the majority of the research to date has delivered MI in the traditional 
face-to-face format with limited sessions, generally prior to the main course of treatment 
(e.g., Wade et al., 2009). The traditional time limited pre-treatment format may not be the 
optimal way to address motivation, which is a complex and fluctuating state as opposed 
to a linear and stable trait (Waller, 2012).  Innovative interventions are needed to address 
the changing state of motivation within treatment in order to improve their impact on ED 
symptoms. 
Technology-based ecological momentary interventions (EMIs) such as text 
messages are a novel means to provide patients support between treatment sessions 
(Shapiro & Bauer, 2010) and may have the potential to address vacillating motivation in 
treatment. Text messages have shown promise in bulimia nervosa samples (Bauer, Okon, 
& Meermann, 2012; Shapiro et al., 2010) but no study to date has tested text messages as 
a treatment adjunct for AN.  
The “framing” of messages may also impact the effect of health care information. 
Health messages can focus on both the gains of reducing problematic behavior as well as 
the losses associated with maintaining problematic behavior (Rothman, Salovey, Antone, 
Keough, & Martin, 1993).  Some research suggests that messages that are congruent with 
an individual’s motivational disposition, approach versus avoidant, may be most effective 
(e.g., Hevey & Dolan, 2013, Updegraff, Brick, Emanuel, Mintzer, & Sherman, 2015). 
Message frame may be particularly important for this population because of their 
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generally avoidant motivational orientation (Harrison, O’Brian, Lopez, & Treasure, 
2011), but no research to date has investigated message frame or orientation congruency 
in AN.  
Single case research offers a methodologically rigorous means to test novel 
interventions with high internal validity (Barlow, Nock, & Herson, 2008). Specifically, 
alternating treatment designs (ATDs) are an elegant way to control for external 
confounds and test the impact of an intervention through repeated administration and 
withdrawal of the intervention and repeated outcome measurements. 
The aim of the current study was to pilot a text-message treatment adjunct in two 
individuals with AN in a single case ATD. During the first eight weeks of CBT for their 
ED, study participants received personalized motivational text messages as an adjunct to 
outpatient treatment and completed ecological momentary assessments on their smart 
phone. During the ATD, text message versus no text message weeklong phases were 
semi-randomized. Within the text message phases, gain- versus loss-frame messages 
were sent in 3-4 day phases that were also semi-randomized. The primary hypotheses 
were 1) the intervention would be feasible and acceptable, 2) participants’ kilocalories 
would increase, dietary restraint would decrease, and motivation to change would 
increase when receiving the text messages, 3) loss-frame messages would show a greater 
effect than gain-frame messages, 4) and this effect would be moderated by individual 
orientation (i.e., approach versus avoidant). 
The two participants included in the current study were selected from a larger 
sample (N=12). These participants were chosen as case studies because of their diverging 
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responses to the intervention.  Information regarding the full sample and outcomes are 
detailed in Chapter 2. 
Methods 
All procedures were approved by the Boston University Institutional Review Board. 
Individuals were recruited through community and online postings and local clinician 
referrals.  Individuals were pre-screened by the PI (RS) via phone and interested and 
potentially eligible participants provided informed consent and completed an extensive 
in-person evaluation to ensure eligibility. All individuals were required to provide 
consent for study staff to contact their medical provider and obtain medical clearance for 
outpatient treatment. Eligibility criteria included BMI between 16.5-25.0 kg/m
2
, 
significant dietary restraint, and medical stability confirmed by a medical care provider. 
Exclusion criteria included common rule outs such as presence of a psychotic disorder 
and imminent suicidal risk. Upon confirmed eligibility, participants returned to the 
Center and completed a battery of self-report questionnaires and completed a single face-
to-face (FTF) MI session with RS. The aim of this MI session was to encourage the 
participants to articulate why they wanted to overcome their ED. The information 
gathered during the MI session was used to develop personalized text messages that were 
delivered as an adjunct to CBT. Treatment began within one week of the MI session and 
was delivered by advanced graduate students at no cost. Over the course of the eight 
weeks, participants completed a self-report questionnaire nightly on their smartphone via 
a HIPAA compliant application (SymTrend) and daily pen/paper food logs. Participants 
also underwent semi-randomly alternating weeklong phases of receiving text messages 
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versus not receiving text messages.  Thirteen participants enrolled and initiated the study 
and twelve completed the protocol. The two cases (Participants 1 and 10) presented here 
were selected from the completers group. 
Measures 
Eating Disorder Examination (EDE version 16.0; Fairburn, Cooper, & 
O’Connor, 2008): The EDE is considered the gold standard interview for 
comprehensively assessing eating disorder symptoms.  It consists of a global score and 
four subscale scores: dietary restraint, shape concerns, weight concerns, and eating 
concerns. Research has indicated good reliability and validity (Berg, Peterson, Frazier, & 
Crow, 2012).  It was administered at baseline to determine eligibility and describe the 
sample. 
Structured Clinical Interview for Axis I DSM-IV Disorders (SCID-I; First, 
Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002): The SCID is a semi-structured interview used to 
diagnose Axis I pathology.  It is commonly used in ED treatment trials (e.g Agras, 
Walsh, Fairburn, Wilson, & Krawmer, 2000) and has demonstrated adequate reliability 
(Zanarini & Frankenburg, 2001) and diagnostic validity (Basco, Bostic, Davies, Rush, 
Hendricks, & Barnett, 2000). The SCID was administered at baseline to determine 
eligibility and describe the sample. 
Behavioral Approach System/Behavioral Inhibition System (BAS/BIS; Carver 
& White, 1994): This 20-item scale measures an individual’s tendency to approach gains 
or avoid losses. It has shown good internal reliability as well as convergent and divergent 
validity (Carver & White, 1994) and has been used to measure approach/avoidance 
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systems across EDs (e.g., Harrison, 2011; Jappe et al., 2011). Consistent with previous 
motivation congruency focused studies (Updegraff et al., 2015; Mann et al., 2004), we 
created a “motivation orientation score” by subtracting the mean score of the BAS scale 
from the mean score of the BIS scale. Positive values represent a more avoidant 
orientation. This measure was collected at baseline. 
Readiness and Motivation Question (RMQ; Geller, Brown, Srikameswaran, 
Piper, & Dinner, 2013): This self-report questionnaire assesses readiness to change 
eating disorder related behaviors across ED symptoms. This measure provides 
precontemplation, action, internality, and confidence scores for restriction, bingeing, ED 
cognitions, and compensatory behaviors. The complete questionnaire was administered 
pre and post treatment. Additionally, the restriction subscale score adapted to be 
smartphone compatible and was administered daily via the SymTrend application on the 
participants’ smartphones. The RMQ dietary restraint subscale score has two versions: 
one for individuals who are underweight and one for individuals who are normal weight. 
The score for individuals who are underweight includes a question targeting weight gain 
and was used in the current case studies. 
Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (EDE-Q; Fairburn & Beglin, 
1994): The EDE-Q is a self-report version of the EDE interview and has demonstrated 
good validity and reliability in AN (Peterson et al., 2007; Wolk, Loeb, & Walsh, 2005). 
The complete questionnaire was administered at baseline and post-treatment and a 
modified dietary restraint subscale was administered daily via on the participants’ 
smartphones.  The modified dietary restraint subscale was adapted to capture day-to-day 
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changes in dietary restraint (i.e., did the individual restrict in the past day as opposed to 
the past 28 days).   
Daily Food Records:  Participants recorded their daily food intake via food logs. 
Data from the food record was entered into the computerized ESHA Food Processor 
(ESHA Research, Inc., 2010) a state-of the art software program utilized by nutrition and 
eating disorder experts (Fairburn & Brownell, 2002).  The ESHA Food Processor yields 
various quantitative descriptive data concerning nutritional factors; it was utilized in this 
study primarily to assess kilocalorie intake.  
Medical Safety Questions: A brief self-report questionnaire assessed medical 
symptoms related to eating disorders, suicidal ideation, and one open-ended item (e.g., 
chest pain, faintness; assessed at baseline and daily). This measure was administered at 
the initial intake and collected daily on the smartphone to ensure medical safety. 
Acceptability Measure: A simple acceptability questionnaire from a previous 
text-message study in ED patients (Shapiro et al., 2010) was adapted for use in the 
current study. It included five Likert-scale questions and three open response questions 
focused on the acceptability of the intervention. It was completed post-treatment. 
Case examples 
Participant 1: Zoe - Background 
Zoe was a 24-year-old engaged Asian female who had recently relocated with her 
fiancé and had started a new job as an accountant. She called the Center seeking 
treatment for social anxiety, but due to her low weight, she was directed to the Eating 
Disorders Program.  She was originally not interested in treatment for her ED but 
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accepted the recommendation, after considering the rationale that her ED should be 
treated prior to her anxiety due to 1) the potential medical complications associated with 
her underweight status and 2) the observation that anxiety is frequently alleviated by 
weight gain.  
At the intake, she explained that her eating disorder began when she was a senior 
in college (approximately 22 years old).  At this time, she began restricting her food 
intake and exercising intensely in order to lose weight and lost approximately fifteen 
pounds to her lowest weight of 89 pounds.  She reported that she lost her menses in 
college and that her hair began to fall out but denied any other medical symptoms.  She 
reported seeking medical attention though doctors did not formally diagnose her with any 
specific disorder or illness.  Over time, she regained the fifteen pounds, though had since 
lost this weight through restriction and excessive exercise. The current research study 
was her first experience with ED treatment. At the intake, she was diagnosed with AN-
Restricting subtype and Social Anxiety Disorder. Her BMI was 17.0 kg/m
2
, and she 
exhibited an avoidant orientation (mean orientation score=0.93).  
During the MI session, Zoe expressed ambivalence about changing: she liked her 
thin body shape, but her restrictive eating and excessive exercise were interfering with 
her personal, professional, and social growth. She was able to articulate how being a 
certain size and exercising was gratifying to her - it offered her a sense of 
accomplishment and satisfaction with her shape - but overall, she recognized it was not 
making her happy and negatively impacted her self-esteem. The general tone of the 
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session was observed to reflect her desire to change, as well as the likely difficulty 
associated with overcoming her long-established ED cognitions and behaviors.  
Below are excerpts from her MI session that illustrate how the content of the 
session informed her personalized text messages (for sample text message examples, see 
Table 7).  When completing a “decisional balance” exercise, Zoe stated: 
Cons of staying the same are any potential physical harms [such as] losing my 
bone density that I will have to pay for later…the pros of changing – just the 
general liberation, like in all its forms, like freeing up my time to go back to 
whatever it is I used to like or discovering new things that I am good at, or that 
make me happy. Like liberating myself from having to see bad things when I look 
in the mirror or talk to myself badly about how I look, or letting it spill over into 
other things. Maybe gaining back confidence in things that I am good at rather 
than having it rest on how I look.  I guess sort of respecting my body. 
 
When asked why she would like to change now, she responded: 
I have tried tipping the scales with so much emphasis on my weight and how I 
look and no emphasis on other things, and it hasn’t made me happy. Part of me 
feels like it is a failed experiment - now in the face of this knowledge, that I am 
not happy, do I really want to continue? 
 
When asked if she would like to add anything to the MI session prior to ending, she said:  
I think I’m letting [my self-confidence be diminished] by focusing on something 
that is unattainable and doesn’t matter. I feel like it is what fuels myself at some 
level, like how I look or how others see me look. I want to gain back that self-
respect or self-esteem that I have lost. 
 
Participant 10: Shelly - Background 
Shelly was a 19-year-old single Caucasian college sophomore. She self-referred 
to the clinic, noting that the two weeks prior to the research intake her ED symptoms 
were “so bad” that she could no longer concentrate on any of her activities and therefore 
she was seeking treatment, for the first time. During the intake, she explained that her 
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eating disorder began halfway through her senior year of high school (two years prior to 
her intake) when she wanted to lose weight around her stomach. At that time, she started 
to eat a more restrictive diet and would go to the gym instead of having certain meals. 
She reported that she lost five pounds through these methods but gained the weight back 
the following summer.  She felt like a “failure” for being unable to maintain her initial 
weight loss but when she started college the following fall, Shelly reported that she “got 
good at” restricting because she was not living at home. She then began losing weight 
again. Over the course of seven months, she lost over ten pounds and reached her current 
low weight. She also experienced her first binge/purge episode six months prior to intake 
and binged/purged approximately twice in the month prior to the intake. At the intake, 
Shelly was diagnosed with AN-binge/purge subtype (BMI 18.6 kg/m
2
)
4
 and was avoidant 
in orientation (mean orientation score=0.48).  
Shelly expressed significant ambivalence during her MI interview, and her 
internal conflict was the primary theme that surfaced during the session.  She described 
having two mindsets that were at odds with each other: one mindset that told her to hold 
on to her ED behaviors (e.g., eat ‘clean,’ avoid gluten, exercise) and another that told her 
to let go of her ED behaviors. She explained that the ED provided her structure and made 
her feel somewhat safe and secure, but that it also held her back from making friends, 
concentrating on her studies, and gaining self-confidence. A striking discussion arose 
                                                        
4
 The researchers decided that AN B/P subtype was the more appropriate diagnosis for Shelly despite the 
fact that her BMI specifically at intake time point (18.6) was above a traditional cut-point for research 
diagnoses of AN. Her BMI was lower (between 17.8 – 18.3) throughout the study protocol; she had 
recently lost a significant amount of weight (fourteen pounds, or 11% of total body weight), she had 
extreme focus on body shape, and weight, and significant fear of weight gain despite being underweight. 
Additionally, her medical doctor diagnosed her with bradycardia and she exhibited low blood pressure 
which are consistent with an AN diagnosis. 
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during the MI session that highlighted her limited awareness regarding the severe 
consequences associated with AN. Shelly described a friend whom she envied because of 
her ability to “eat healthy” and in a restricted way. After describing her friend’s eating 
habits, Shelly added that her friend had been hospitalized and had to leave school because 
of her weight loss. This anecdote illustrated Shelly’s low insight into the dangers of 
restrictive eating and losing excessive weight. The overall tone of the session reflected 
ambivalence regarding change as well as low confidence in her ability to change. 
Below are excepts from her MI session that illustrate how the session informed 
her personalized text messages (for sample text message examples, see Table 7): 
When asked what a day would look like with an ED, Shelly responded: 
One less thing to worry about, I just constantly think about it – it would be a lot 
more relaxed and I could think about other things and put energy towards other 
things because right now a lot of my energy goes towards [the ED], and focus 
wise - I could focus on other things. 
 
When completing the “pros of changing” in the decisional balance, she stated: 
I would be a lot happier. I would be able to feel like myself. I haven’t been able to 
feel like my self for a while. I’d be able to have more focus and be able to 
concentrate on school and have more motivation generally. I’d want to participate 
in more social stuff. I think I’d gain a lot of confidence and I just feel like I would 
have more time to focus on the other things. 
 
I’m smart and I know this is the right thing to do, and it is the healthy thing to do. 
Results 
Participant 1: Zoe responded well to both treatment and the text message 
intervention. Over the course of the eight weeks, her ED scores decreased and her 
motivation increased (See Table 8). With regards to the text messages, while there was 
not a definite effect on her kilocalories, her caloric intake seemed to increase more 
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quickly when receiving text messages as demonstrated by the positive increase during 
week four that was maintained (Figure 3a). Additionally, her dietary restraint was lower 
(Figure 3b) when receiving text messages. Her motivation was also positively impacted 
by the text messages: her precontemplation scores (i.e., her desire to restrict; Figure 3c) 
were lower and her action scores (i.e., her effort towards reducing restriction; Figure 3d) 
increased when receiving text messages. Her confidence score, which represents how 
confident she was in her ability to change her restriction, increased from baseline and was 
also relatively stable and high over the course of the intervention (Figure 3i), and her 
internality score, which represents how much she was changing for herself as opposed for 
others, increased from baseline and remained stable and high after the first couple weeks 
of treatment (Figure 3j). Her internal and confidence scores were not impacted by the text 
messages. Zoe did not demonstrate greater effects of loss-frame messages as 
hypothesized. Rather, both gain and loss-frame messages demonstrated equivalent impact 
on her ED behaviors and motivation. 
Zoe reported liking the intervention. Her acceptability questionnaire rating was 
6.8 out 10. In her feedback interview, she reported that “initially the text messages had a 
lot of impact on me - particularly when they used my own words because I felt like it was 
the healthy voice inside of me that was communicating with me by text,” and that she 
“wished she could keep on getting texts [after the end of the study].” When asked to 
provide constructive criticism, she replied, “Over time probably 3 weeks, I started to feel 
the impact of the messages declining…maybe the therapy sessions started kicking in at 
that point? But I always did read them and occasionally scrolled through to read the old 
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ones during weeks when no new ones came in.” Zoe continued treatment after the 
completion of the study. 
Participant 10: Shelly: Shelly’s ED symptoms decreased and her motivation 
increased from baseline to post-intervention (Table 8), but the text messages had mixed 
effects on her kilocalorie intake, dietary restraint, and motivation to change. Specifically, 
the text messages had no effect on her kilocalorie intake (Figure 12a), action scores 
(Figure 12d), or confidence scores (Figure 12i) and negatively impacted her dietary 
restraint (Figure 12d) and precontemplation (Figure 12c). That is, her dietary restraint and 
precontemplation (i.e., desire to restrict) scores were higher when she received text 
messages, particularly during the second half of the intervention. Interestingly, her 
internality scores - how much she was changing for herself versus for others - were 
higher when receiving text messages (See Figure 12j).  When comparing gain versus 
loss-frame messages, Shelly reported greater effects on kilocalorie intake, 
precontemplation scores, and action scores when receiving gain-frame messages 
compared to loss-frame messages (See Figures 12e, 12g, 12h,).  
Shelly disliked the program, with an overall acceptability score of 3.4 out of 10. 
When asked to provide feedback, her response was, “I disliked the text messages. I didn’t 
find them that helpful. They’re kind of like “no-duh” comments that I’ll get from people 
and it just makes me say that, yes, obviously I know that.” Upon completing the study, 
she was offered to continue therapy. Shelly decided to terminate treatment because the 
semester was ending and she wanted to try to overcome her ED on her own.  
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Discussion 
The aim of this report was to present data from two case studies of a motivational 
text message intervention for eating disorders. These two cases were selected because of 
their diverging responses to the intervention. Participant 1 (“Zoe”) responded well both to 
treatment and to the text messages with regard to her ED symptoms and motivation to 
change. She also rated the intervention as acceptable and would have participated again. 
In contrast, Participant 10 (“Shelly”) improved over the course of the intervention, but 
demonstrated negative or no impact of the text messages on the majority of the primary 
outcomes. Only one aspect of motivation, her internality score, was increased when 
receiving text messages. Shelly did not like the intervention, noting that the text messages 
were not helpful. 
These data along with the participants’ feedback may offer insight for future 
research in using text messages as a motivational adjunct to CBT. First, individual 
preference may be important for intervention acceptability and impact. Zoe appreciated 
the personalized nature of the text messages. She found them to be thoughtful reminders 
of why she wanted to change and how to counter ED thoughts that surfaced day to day. 
Shelly, on the other hand, had a negative reaction to the personalized nature of the text 
messages. She found them unhelpful because they reiterated what was discussed in the 
initial MI session. She would have preferred more novel ideas or facts to be sent to help 
her reduce ED behaviors. Her more positive response to gain-frame messages may be an 
indicator that offering a new perspective may have been more helpful for her. Because 
Shelly was avoidant in orientation – that is, she would generally avoid punishment over 
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seek reward – the gain-frame messages, which highlighted the reward of overcoming her 
ED, may have offered her a new perspective compared to her more automatic avoidant 
thinking.  Future studies investigating whether 1) different types of text messages (e.g., 
fact based, motivational, supportive) are more potent in initiating behavior change and 2) 
whether this effect is moderated by personal preference would help researchers 
understand how to best use text messages as an adjunctive behavior change agent. 
Treatment engagement and success may also be related to the impact of the text 
messages.  Zoe was engaged with treatment. She was willing to attempt regular eating 
and reduce restriction over the course of treatment and saw the benefits of these 
interventions. While she expressed ambivalence about gaining weight during her MI 
session, she was able to see how overcoming her ED would outweigh the benefits of 
maintaining her ED. It is possible that for Zoe, the text messages were a positive 
reminder that she was making active steps towards recovery. In contrast, Shelly reported 
difficultly engaging in regular eating outside of session. She continued to restrict and 
binge eat and often felt frustrated during treatment. Shelly’s ED symptoms reduced from 
baseline to post-treatment, but her week-to-week frustration was evident in session. In 
Shelly’s case, the text messages may have acted as burdensome reminders of her 
frustration and perceived lack of progress in treatment.  
Zoe’s feedback regarding the impact of the intervention feeling strongest at the 
beginning of the intervention may indicate that text messages that change in focus or 
incorporate topics discussed in treatment may be beneficial. In the current study, the text 
messages were focused on caloric restriction, dietary restraint and decreasing one’s ED, 
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but if different topics are covered in session, for example, shape and weight concerns or 
mood intolerance, it may be more helpful for the text messages content to adjust 
accordingly. Clinician and patient might collaboratively generate new, relevant 
motivational text messages over the course of treatment. 
Shelly’s negative reaction to the text messages may also offer insight to into the 
positive effect the text messages had on her internal score. We hypothesize that her 
dislike of the text messages may have acted as a reactionary effect and fueled her internal 
motivation. For example, rather than reading the text messages and finding motivation 
through the reminders, she may have been motivated to change for herself – rather than 
for the text messages that she did not like.  Although speculative, this hypothesis provides 
a potential reason for why on her internality motivation scores increased when receiving 
text messages.  
Limitations 
While the methods used in the current study were particularly strong for single 
case experiments, we cannot generalize these findings beyond these participants or 
individuals with similar clinical profiles.  As a result, these data must be interpreted 
conservatively and with caution. Additionally, all the outcomes were self-report 
measures. Although self-report data are well suited to being collected via EMA devices, 
new technology could be used to collect real-time biological, physiological, or behavioral 
outcomes. Even technology such as a smartphone camera may be used to take “before 
and after” shots of meals and snacks to potentially provide a more accurate measure of 
kilocalorie intake. 
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Conclusions 
These are the first case studies to investigate text messages as a motivational 
treatment adjunct for AN. The intervention was observed to be beneficial in one of the 
two cases described in detail here. Future research is needed to understand for whom and 
when text messages may provide optimal support and prompt behavior change. 
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Chapter 4: Overall discussion 
 
Individuals with eating disorders often exhibit low motivation to change despite 
significant, and at times severe, consequences. Baseline motivation is significantly 
related to treatment outcome, yet motivational interventions to date have not been 
successful at initiating behavior change. The current study aimed to extend the traditional 
motivational interview (MI) via text messages in order to provide real-time and 
personalized support beyond face-to-face clinical contact. We hypothesized that this 
ecological momentary intervention would result in reduced ED behaviors and increased 
motivation to change.  
This is the first study to date that has investigated text-messages as a motivational 
treatment adjunct for eating disorders. Of the participants who began the intervention, 
twelve participants completed the protocol and one individual was withdrawn due to lack 
of improvement and need for higher level of care. The intervention was well-accepted by 
the participants, and they were complaint with the nightly monitoring indicating high 
feasibility. The messages had limited effect on reducing ED behaviors and had a mixed 
effect on motivation. 
The current study was based on motivational interviewing principles that posit 
cultivating intrinsic reasons for change is critical to behavior change (Miller & Rollnick, 
2013). The text messages were based on the personal reasons articulated during a face-to-
face MI session. But our data, despite adding a novel factor of real-time support, align 
with previous findings that demonstrate individuals with EDs exhibit limited behavior 
change in response to MI.  Although the current results support the theory that motivation 
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to change is associated with reduced ED behaviors, in this case, dietary restraint, research 
is still needed to create an effective motivational intervention that results in reduced ED 
behaviors. 
Our study also investigated the role of message frame and motivation orientation 
congruency on message impact. We hypothesized that these concepts would be relevant 
for the motivational messages because individuals with EDs often have a strong 
disposition to avoiding punishment as opposed to seeking reward. The data did not 
support our hypothesis, with neither message frame nor congruency impacting the 
primary outcomes of kilocalorie intake, dietary restraint, and motivation to change. 
It is possible that individuals with EDs would respond better to other motivational 
and/or behavior change frameworks. For example, the Health Belief Model (Janz & 
Becker, 1984) suggests that an individual’s belief about their problem and their perceived 
benefits and barriers to action predict health-promoting behavior. It may be beneficial to 
examine these topics within the discussion of motivation to change and leverage the 
patient’s perceived benefits and target their perceived barriers in treatment. Or perhaps, 
as suggested by Waller (2012), recognizing the difference between “empty” readiness to 
change statements that do not result in behavior change and legitimate readiness to 
change statements that result in actual behavior change may provide a beneficial 
framework for translating motivation into change. Greater honesty about an ED patient’s 
willingness to make proactive steps towards recovery, as opposed to taking motivational 
statements at face value, may lead to a more productive examination of motivation and 
how and when an individual can make positive change (Waller, 2012). There is limited 
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research investigating non-MI based motivational interventions in EDs; therefore, these 
examples are speculative.  But this may be a fruitful avenue for future research and may 
uncover how motivation and behavior change are associated in EDs.  
Finally, this current protocol offers a strong example of using single case design 
research, specifically the alternating treatment design, to examine intervention effects 
(Barlow et al., 2009). Treatment outcome research is often costly and requires significant 
labor and time.  Single case research permits investigators to explore intervention effects 
with considerably lower costs and personnel demands while obtaining high internal 
validity and informative idiographic data.  Specifically, the ATD controls for external 
variables because each individual is his/her own control, a factor not typically possible in 
larger scale designs such as randomized controlled trials. Moreover, sequencing effects 
are controlled for by the rapid alternation of phases. Beyond these methodological 
strengths, the idiographic data collected can provide insight into what type of clinical 
profile best benefits from an intervention and can inform future larger scale studies.  
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Table 1  
 
Sample Text Messages 
 
Gain-Frame Messages Loss-Frame Messages 
Increasing daily calories will help you 
break the vicious ED cycle and will help 
you move forward! 
Restricting maintains the vicious ED cycle 
– it holds you back 
Loosening up with food will allow you to 
be social with your friends 
Being rigid with foods limits your ability to 
be social with friends 
Resist the urge to keep calories under 
1200/day and begin to see how eating can 
be as good as the other parts of your life! 
Keeping calories under 1200/day maintains 
the ED - a negative part in your life 
Be ready for post-college by eating flexibly 
today! 
Restriction won't prepare you well for post-
college life 
Eating low cal/fat/sugar sets you up to 
binge - try eating flexibly and end the 
isolation! 
Eating low cal/fat/sugar sets you up for a 
binge and leads to isolation 
Eating more is good for your emotional and 
physical health 
Eating less is bad for your emotional and 
physical health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 
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Individual baseline characteristics  
 
Participant Age Gender Race BMI Diagnosis Orientation*  
1 25 Female Asian 17.10 AN-R 0.93 
2 26 Female Caucasian 20.2 BN -.27 
3 20 Female Caucasian 20.0 EDNOS 1.47 
4 21 Female Caucasian 20.5 BN -.22 
5 20 Female Hispanic 22.4 BN .32 
6 22 Male Caucasian 23.4 BN -.12 
7 22 Female Caucasian 17.8 AN-R 1.08 
8 23 Female Other 18.0 AN-R 1.31 
9 20 Male Caucasian 21.8 EDNOS .22 
10 18 Female Caucasian 18.6 AN-BP .48 
11 19 Female Caucasian 19.6 EDNOS -.23 
12 22 Female Caucasian 20.7 EDNOS .03 
Note. AN-BP: anorexia nervosa – binge/purge subtype; AN-R: anorexia nervosa – 
restricting subtype; BN: bulimia nervosa; EDNOS: eating disorder not otherwise 
specified. 
*BIS score – BAS score. Negative scores indicate approach orientation and positive 
scores indicate avoidant orientation.
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Table 3 
 
Group Data: Pre-Post outcomes  
 
Measure 
Pre-
intervention 
M(SD) 
Post-
intervention 
M(SD) 
t 
p-
value 
% 
change 
M(SD) 
EDE-Q Dietary 
Restraint 
4.13(.75) 1.73(1.51) -6.13 .001 N/A 
RMQ-
Precontemplation 
76.67 (21.88) 
37.67 
(24.44) 
4.26 .001 
-39.83 
(32.15) 
RMQ-Action 30.42 (33.20) 
73.75 
(28.13) 
-6.08 <.001 
43.33 
(24.71) 
RMQ-Internal 62.08 (31.44) 
74.17 
(19.17) 
-1.16 .270 
12.08 
(36.02) 
RMQ-Confidence 54.17 (28.67) 
75.83 
(21.41) 
-2.25 .046 
21.67 
(33.39) 
Note. EDE-Q: Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire; RMQ: Readiness and 
Motivation Questionnaire. 
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Table 4 
Single case data: Individual pre-post outcomes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note. 
Accept: Acceptability; DR: Dietary restraint (measured by the Eating Disorder 
Examination – Questionnaire). Precon: Precontemplation. 
 
 
Participant 
Time
-
point 
 DR Precon Action Internality Confidence Accept 
1 
Pre 2.80 95% 0% 30% 25% 
6.80 
Post 0.60 5% 55% 100% 100% 
2 
Pre 4.80 100% 0% 85% 60% 
8.60 
Post 2.20 35% 80% 85% 65% 
3 
Pre 3.80 65% 80% 75% 50% 
9.4 
Post 1.60 50% 80% 50% 50% 
4 
Pre 3.20 45% 0% 100% 100% 
5.00 
Post 0.40 40% 50% 70% 60% 
5 
Pre 4.80 90% 50% 70% 30% 
7.80 
Post 0.80 10% 100% 90% 100% 
6 
Pre 4.40 90% 0% 70% 80% 
4.60 
Post 1.00 35% 60% 60% 65% 
7 
Pre 3.60 50% 50% 90% 100% 
3.40 
Post 2.00 70% 100% 90% 100% 
8 
Pre 5.00 60% 90% 80% 40% 
9.60 
Post 0.20 5% 100% 100% 70% 
9 
Pre 4.80 100% 40% 25% 30% 
7.80 
Post 4.20 60% 90% 80% 70% 
10 
Pre 4.2 90% 45% 35% 45% 
3.40 
Post 2.60 45% 95% 50% 90% 
11 
Pre 4.80 90% 0% 0% 20% 
9.60 
Post 4.80 75% 5% 65% 40% 
12 
Pre 3.40 45% 10% 85% 80% 
8.60 
Post 0.40 15% 70% 50% 100% 
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Table 5 
Feedback regarding text message intervention 
Positive Feedback 
 Initially the text messages had a lot of impact on me. Particularly when they 
used my own words because I felt like it was the healthy voice inside of me that 
was communicating with me by text 
 Logs helped with accountability 
 I liked the regular text check-ins 
 The [monitoring] offered time to reflect on the day 
 [I] liked the content…very specific to me 
 The [text messages] were understanding, not judgmental or saying [change] was 
easy 
 I really liked getting the text messages that were personalized to my individual 
goal 
 [The texts] made me think twice 
 [The texts were] a helpful little motivator 
 I liked the text messages. It makes you want to get better. And it’s a voice 
against your eating thoughts 
 [The texts] gave me more strength 
 I thought getting the texts at meal times was really helpful and made sticking to 
regular eating much easier 
Negative Feedback 
 [The text messages were] not really helpful 
 I wish the recipient had a real name 
 I [wish I] could text then get the text in that time of need 
 I didn’t like the SymTrend questions every night because it wasn’t helpful 
 The texts seemed somewhat intrusive because of their specifically relating to 
what we talked about in session 
 It would have been nice to have a question/entry about feelings/triggers for 
binges/purges that have happened 
 I disliked the text messages, I didn’t find them that helpful. They’re kind of like 
“no duh” comments that I’ll get from people and it just makes me say that yes 
obviously I know that 
 “Reminder from SymTrend” was a little distracting 
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Table 6. Single case responses to text messages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note. Positive responder: Demonstrated only positive effects of text messages; Negative 
responder: Demonstrated only negative effects of text messages; Mixed responder: 
Demonstrated mixed effects of text messages; Non-responder: Demonstrated no effects 
of text messages. 
 
 
 
Participant Outcome Positive Negative 
1  
Positive 
Responder 
Dietary restraint 
N/A Precontemplation 
Action 
2 
Positive 
Responder 
Dietary restraint 
N/A Action 
Confidence 
3  
Positive 
Responder 
Action N/A 
4 
Negative 
Responder 
N/A 
Dietary restraint 
Precontemplation 
5 
Negative 
Responder 
N/A Action 
6 Mixed Responder 
Dietary restraint 
Kilocalorie intake 
Precontemplation 
7 Mixed Responder Dietary restraint 
Kilocalorie intake 
Internality 
8 Mixed Responder Kilocalorie intake Action 
9 Mixed Responder Action Kilocalorie intake 
10 Mixed Responder Internality 
Dietary restraint 
Precontemplation 
11 Non-Responder N/A N/A 
12 Non-Responder N/A N/A 
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Table 7  
 
Case report text message examples 
 
 Participant 1 - Zoe Participant 10 - Shelly 
Gain-Frame Messages Loss-Frame Messages Gain-Frame Messages Loss-Frame Messages 
 Eating more will help 
you increase positive 
self talk! 
 Restriction and 
exercise fill the days 
with negative self-talk 
 
 Eating more will let 
you concentrate on 
your schoolwork! 
 Restriction takes 
away concentration 
from your studies 
 Decreasing your 
control of food may 
increase your 
happiness because you 
can devote time to new 
hobbies 
 
 Keeping strict control 
of food decreases 
happiness and keeps 
you from trying new 
hobbies 
 Reduce restriction and 
be able to go out to 
some social activities! 
 Limiting calories 
and 'eating clean' 
makes you avoid 
social activities 
 The ED is a failed 
experiment that 
doesn’t make your 
happy- let it go and 
find happiness! 
 The ED is a failed 
experiment - staying 
with it has not made 
you happy 
 Eating more will help 
you let go of the ED - 
it will be one less thing 
to worry about! 
 Restriction will 
make you hold on to 
the ED - and it will 
remain something 
that you will have to 
keep worrying about 
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Table 8  
 
Case report pre-post single case outcome data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
Zoe moved from a moderate clinical score to a non-clinical score, representing clinically  
significant change. 
2
Shelly moved from a high clinical score to a moderate clinical score, representing clinically  
significant change, but not recovery.  
Participant Variable 
Baseline 
Mean 
Post-
intervention  
Mean 
% 
Change 
Participant 
1 “Zoe” 
EDE Restraint 2.80 0.601
 
(n/a) 
Precontemplation 95% 5% -90% 
Action 0% 55% 55% 
Internal  30% 100% 70% 
Confidence 25% 100% 75% 
Participant 
10 
“Shelly” 
EDE Restraint 4.20 2.60
2 
(n/a) 
Precontemplation 90% 45% -45% 
Action 45% 95% 50% 
Internal 35% 50% 15% 
Confidence 45% 90% 45% 
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Figure 1 
Sample ATD Schedule 
 
Week Phase Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
1 
Text: B 
Frame: 
N/A 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text-
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
2 
Text: A 
Frame: 
A1, A1 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
3 
Text: B 
Frame: 
N/A 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text-
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
4 
Text: B 
Frame: 
N/A 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text-
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
5 
Text: A 
Frame: 
A2, A1 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
6 
Text: A 
Frame: 
A2, A2 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
7 
Text: B 
Frame: 
N/A 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
No Text-
Messages 
No Text 
Messages 
8 
Text: A 
Frame: 
A1, A2 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Gain 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
Text 
Message: 
Loss 
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Figure 2 
Patient flow chart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Withdrawn n=1 
 
Completed N=12 
 
Enrolled N=13 
Lost to follow up (n=5) 
Unable to commit to study 
Time requirements (n=2)  
 
 
Not eligible per ED (n=4) 
BMI too high (n=1) 
Did not fit clinical profile for 
Statistical analyses (n=1)  
 
 
 
Eligible N=20 
Phone screened for eligibility 
N=77 
In person screened 
N=26 
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Figure 3a. Participant 1: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Overall increase in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on kilocalorie intake.  
 
 
 
Figure 3b. Participant 1: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Overall reduction in dietary restraint over course of intervention. Positive effect of 
text message on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 3c. Participant 1: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall reduction of precontemplation score over course of intervention and from 
baseline. Positive effect of text messages on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 3d. Participant 1: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. 
Positive effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 3e. Participant 1: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. Please note missing kilocalorie 
data from second half of week 5 and week 6 during which participant did not receive text 
messages. Participant forgot to complete food records. 
 
 
 
Figure 3f. Participant 1: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 3g. Participant 1: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 3h. Participant 1: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
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Figure 3i. Participant 1: Effect of text messages on confidence score 
 
Note. Overall increase in confidence over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on confidence score. 
 
 
Figure 3j. Participant 1: Effect of text messages on internality score 
 
Note. Overall increase in internality over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on internality score. 
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Figure 4a. Participant 2: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No consistent change in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of 
text messages on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 4b. Participant 2: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note.  No consistent change in dietary restraint over course of intervention. Positive 
effect of text messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 4c. Participant 2: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall decrease in precontemplation score over course of intervention and from 
baseline. No effect of text messages on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 4d. Participant 2: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. 
Positive effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 4e. Participant 2: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Loss-framed messages associated with higher kilocalorie intake than gain-framed 
messages or no messages. Individual was approach oriented, countering our orientation 
congruency hypothesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 4f. Participant 2: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No message frame effect on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 4g. Participant 2: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 4h. Participant 2: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
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Figure 5a. Participant 3: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Overall increase in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of text 
message on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 5b. Participant 3: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Overall reduction in dietary restraint over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages. 
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Figure 5c. Participant 3: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall decrease in precontemplation over course of intervention and from 
baseline. No effect of text messages on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 5d. Participant 3: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall reduction of action score over course of intervention and from baseline. 
Positive effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 5e. Participant 3: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Loss-framed messages associated with higher kilocalorie intake than gain-framed 
messages or no messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, supporting our orientation 
congruency hypothesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 5f. Participant 3: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Loss-frame messages associated with lower dietary restraint scores compared to 
gain-frame and no messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, supporting our orientation 
congruency hypothesis. 
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Figure 5g. Participant 3: Message frame effect on precontemplation  
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 5h. Participant 3: Message frame effect on action score  
 
Note. Loss-frame messages were associated with higher action scores than gain-frame 
messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, supporting our orientation congruency 
hypothesis. 
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Figure 6a. Participant 4: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No consistent change in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of 
text messages on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 6b. Participant 4: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Overall reduction in dietary restraint over course of intervention. Negative effect of 
text messages on dietary restraint in the first half of the intervention. 
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Figure 6c. Participant 4: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall reduction in precontemplation over course of intervention and from 
baseline.  Negative effect of text messages on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 6d. Participant 4: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Over increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. No 
effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 6e. Participant 4: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 6f. Participant 4: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 6g. Participant 4: Message frame effect on precontemplation  
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 6h. Participant 4: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No Effect if message frame on action score. 
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Figure 7a. Participant 5: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Participant did not complete Week 8 food records. Overall reduction in kilocalorie 
intake over course of intervention. No effect of text messages on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 7b. Participant 5: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No change in dietary restraint over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 7c. Participant 5: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall decrease in precontemplation over course of intervention and from 
baseline. No effect of text messages on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 7d. Participant 5: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. 
Negative effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 7e. Participant 5: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
  
Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. Please note missing kilocalorie 
data from Week 8. Patient did not complete food records in her final week of the study. 
 
 
 
Figure 7f. Participant 5: Message Frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 7g. Participant 5: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 7h. Participant 5: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. Loss-framed messages were associated with higher action scores compared to gain-
framed messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, supporting our orientation 
congruency hypothesis.
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Figure 8a. Participant 6: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No consistent change in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. Negative 
effect of text messages on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 8b. Participant 6: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
 
Note. Overall reduction in dietary restraint over course of intervention. Positive effect of 
text messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 8c. Participant 6: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall reduction in precontemplation over course of intervention and from 
baseline. Positive effect of text messages on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 8d. Participant 6: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. No 
effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 8e. Participant 6: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Due to missing data, unable to draw conclusions regarding message frame on 
kilocalorie intake 
 
 
 
Figure 8f. Participant 6: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Gain-frame messages associated with lower dietary restraint. Individual was 
approach oriented, supporting our orientation congruency hypothesis. 
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Figure 8g. Participant 6: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. Loss-frame messages associated with lower precontemplation scores. Individual 
was approach oriented, countering our orientation congruency hypothesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 8h. Participant 6: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
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Figure 9a. Participant 7: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Participant did not complete food records for Week 8. Overall increase in 
kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. Negative effect of text messages on 
kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 9b. Participant 7: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
  
Note. No change in dietary restraint over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 9c. Participant 7: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall no change in precontemplation score over course of intervention. Decrease 
in precontemplation score from baseline. No effect text messages on precontemplation 
score. 
 
 
 
Figure 9d. Participant 7: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. No consistent change in action score over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on action score. 
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Figure 9e. Participant 7: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Due to missing data, unable to draw conclusions regarding message frame effect on 
kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 9f. Participant 7: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 9g. Participant 7: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 9h. Participant 7: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
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Figure 10a. Participant 8: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
  
Note. Overall increase in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. Positive effect of 
text messages on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 10b. Participant 8: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No change in dietary restraint over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 10c. Participant 8: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall decrease in precontemplation over course of intervention and from 
baseline. No effect on text message on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 10d. Participant 8: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. 
Negative effect of text message on action score during first half of intervention. 
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Figure 10e. Participant 8: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 10f. Participant 8: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 10g. Participant 8: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 10h. Participant 8: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
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Figure 11a. Participant 9: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Overall increase in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. Negative effect of 
text messages during second half of intervention. 
 
 
 
Figure 11b. Participant 9: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No change in dietary restraint over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 11c. Participant 9: Text Message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. No change in precontemplation score over course of intervention. Decrease in 
precontemplation score from baseline. No effect of text message on precontemplation 
score. 
 
 
 
Figure 11d. Participant 9: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action scores over course of intervention and from baseline. 
Positive effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 11e. Participant 9: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 11f. Participant 9: Message Frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 11g. Participant 9: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 11h. Participant 9: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
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Figure 12a. Participant 10: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. Overall increase in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of text 
message on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 12b. Participant 10: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Overall reduction in dietary restraint over course of intervention. Negative effect of 
text messages on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 12c. Participant 10: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
 
Note. Overall decrease in precontemplation over course of intervention and from 
baseline. Negative effect of text messages on precontemplation. 
 
 
 
Figure 12d. Participant 10: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall increase in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. No 
effect of text messages on action score. 
 
Figure 12e. Participant 10: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
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Note. Gain-framed messages were associated with higher kilocalorie intake compared to 
loss-framed messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, countering our orientation 
congruency hypothesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 12f. Participant 10: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
 
 
 
Figure 12g. Participant 10: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
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Note. Gain-frame messages associated with lower precontemplation scores than loss-
frame messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, countering our orientation congruency 
hypothesis. 
 
 
 
Figure 12h. Participant 10: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. Gain-framed messages were associated with higher action scores compared to loss-
framed messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, countering our orientation 
congruency hypothesis. 
 
Figure 12i. Participant 10: Effect of text messages on confidence score 
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Note. Overall increase in internality over course of intervention. No impact of text 
messages on confidence score. 
 
 
 
Figure 12j. Participant 10: Text message effect on internality score. 
 
Note. Overall increase in internality over course of intervention. Positive effect of text 
messages on internality score. 
 
 
 
Figure 13a. Participant 11: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
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Note. No consistent change in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of 
text messages on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 13b. Participant 11: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
  
Note. No change in dietary restraint over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on dietary restraint. 
 
 
 
Figure 13c. Participant 11: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
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Note. Overall increase in precontemplation over course of intervention and from baseline. 
No effect of text messages on precontemplation. 
 
 
 
Figure 13d. Participant 11: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall decrease in action score over course of intervention. No effect of text 
messages on action score. 
 
 
 
Figure 13e. Participant 11: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
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Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 13f. Participant 11: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13g. Participant 11: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
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Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 13h. Participant 11: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on action score. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14a. Participant 12: Text message effect on kilocalorie intake 
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Note. No change in kilocalorie intake over course of intervention. No effect of text 
message on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 14b. Participant 12: Text message effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. Overall reduction in dietary restraint over course of intervention.  No effect of text 
message on dietary restraint. 
 
 
 
Figure 14c. Participant 12: Text message effect on precontemplation score 
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Note. Overall decrease in precontemplation score over course of intervention and from 
baseline. No effect of text message on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 14d. Participant 12: Text message effect on action score 
 
Note. Overall reduction in action score over course of intervention and from baseline. No 
effect of text messages on action score. 
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Figure 14e. Participant 12: Message frame effect on kilocalorie intake 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on kilocalorie intake. 
 
 
 
Figure 14f. Participant 12: Message frame effect on dietary restraint 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on dietary restraint. 
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Figure 14g. Participant 12: Message frame effect on precontemplation 
 
Note. No effect of message frame on precontemplation score. 
 
 
 
Figure 14h. Participant 12: Message frame effect on action score 
 
Note. Gain-frame messages were associated with higher action scores compared to loss-
frame messages. Individual was avoidant oriented, countering our orientation congruency 
hypothesis. 
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Figure 15a. Effect of text messages on precontemplation score (N=12) 
 
 
 
 
This graph illustrates that precontemplation scores generally decreased overtime and that 
text messages had a slightly greater effect on precontemplation at the beginning and no 
text messages had a slightly greater effect on precontemplation at the end of treatment. 
These differences were statistically different. 
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Figure 15b. Effect of text messages on precontemplation scores in individuals who were 
underweight (n=4) 
 
 
Note. The graph illustrates that there were distinct differences in precontemplation scores 
when receiving text message and not receiving text messages over time in individuals 
who were underweight. When receiving text messages, there was a slight decrease in 
precontemplation scores overtime. When not receiving text messages, there was a strong 
decrease in precontemplation scores overtime. Additionally, text messages had a greater 
effect on precontemplation at the beginning and no text messages had a greater effect on 
precontemplation at the end of treatment.  
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Figure 15c. Effect of text messages on precontemplation scores in individuals who were 
normal weight (n=8) 
 
 
Note. This graph illustrates that overall precontemplation scores decreased over the 
course of the intervention, but there were no statistically significant differences in 
precontemplation scores when receiving text messages compared to not receiving text 
messages in individuals who were normal weight. 
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Figure 16a. Effect of text messages on action score (N=12) 
 
 
 
Note. This graph illustrates increased action scores in the text message phases overtime. 
Additionally, not receiving text messages had a greater effect on action scores at the 
beginning and receiving text messages had a greater effect on action scores at the end of 
treatment.  
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Figure 16b. Effect of text messages on action scores in individuals who were 
underweight (n=4) 
 
 
 
 
Note. This graph illustrates that individuals who were underweight showed increased 
action scores overtime and action scores were higher when receiving text messages 
relative to not receiving text messages.  
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Figure 16c. Effect of text messages on action scores in individuals who were normal 
weight (n=8) 
 
 
Note. This graph illustrates that for individuals who were normal weight, action scores 
increased over the course of the intervention when receiving text messages and action 
scores decreased over the course of the intervention when not receiving text messages. 
Additionally, not receiving text messages had a greater effect on action scores at the 
beginning of treatment and receiving text messages had a greater effect on action scores 
at the end of treatment. 
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